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Abstract

We consider Wasserstein distance functionals for comparing between and assess-
ing the convergence of latent discrete measures, which serve as mixing distributions
in hierarchical and nonparametric mixture models. We explore the space of discrete
probability measures metrized by Wasserstein distances, clarify the relationships be-
tween Wasserstein distances of mixing distributions andf -divergence functionals such
as Hellinger and Kullback-Leibler distances on the space ofmixture distributions. The
convergence in Wasserstein metrics has a useful interpretation of the convergence of
individual atoms that provide support for the discrete measure. It can be shown to
be stronger than the weak convergence induced by standardf -divergence metrics,
while the conditions for establishing the convergence can be formulated in terms of
the metric space of the supporting atoms. These results are applied to establish rates
of convergence of posterior distributions for latent discrete measures in several mix-
ture models, including finite mixtures of multivariate distributions, finite mixtures of
Gaussian processes and infinite mixtures based on the Dirichlet process.

1 Introduction

A notable feature in the development of hierarchical and Bayesian nonparametric models
is the role of discrete probability measures, which serve as mixing distributionsto combine
relatively simple models into richer classes of statistical models [25, 28]. In recent years the
mixture modeling methodology has been significantly extended, by many authorstaking the
mixing distribution to be random and infinite dimensional via suitable priors constructed in
a nested, hierarchical and nonparametric manner, resulting in rich models that can fit more
complex and high dimensional data (see, e.g., [13, 37, 33, 32, 29] for several examples of
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such models, as well as a recent book by [19]). Although initially viewed asa modeling
device for density estimation [11, 10], discrete measures increasingly playan important role
in the interpretation of the data population that they help to model, particularly in clustering
applications.

Let G =
∑k

i=1 piδθi denote a discrete probability measure. Atomsθi’s are elements
in spaceΘ, while vector of probabilitiesp = (p1, . . . , pk) lies in ak − 1 dimensional
probability simplex. In a mixture setting,G is combined with a likelihood densityf(·|θ)
with respect to a dominating measureµ on X , to yield the mixture density:pG(x) =
∑k

i=1 pif(x|θi). In a clustering application, atomsθi’s represent distinct behaviors in a het-
erogeneous data population, while mixing probabilitiespi’s are the associated proportions
of such behaviors. Under this interpretation, there is a need for comparing and assessing the
quality of the discrete measurêG estimated on the basis of available data. An important
work in this direction is by Chen [6], who used theL1 metric on the cumulative distribution
functions on the real line to study convergence rates of the mixing distributionG. Building
upon Chen’s work, Ishwaran, James and Sun [20] established the posterior consistency of
a finite dimensional Dirichlet prior for Bayesian mixture models. Their analysisis specific
to univariate mixture models, while our interest is whenΘ has high or infinite dimensions.
For instance,Θ may be a subset of a function space as in the work of [13, 29], or a space of
probability measures [33].

Divergences such as the Hellinger distance, total variational distance and Kullback-
Leibler distance are often employed to measure the distance between probability measures.
They play a fundamental role in asymptotic statistics [23, 42]. In a mixture model,diver-
gences applied to the data distributions (via densitypG) induce a weak topology on the
space of discrete measuresG. Moreover, they also helped to drive the development of min-
imum distance methods for estimating mixing distributions [3, 36, 8] As mixture models
evolve into high dimensional and hierarchical models, the use of divergence functionals
seems inadequate, because there is an increased disconnect between the convergence of the
densities at the data level and the strong convergence of latent discrete measures further
up in the model hierarchy, assuming that a notion of strong convergence for the latter can
be formalized. From a computational viewpoint, divergence functionals applied to the data
distributionpG’s are typically difficult to calculate whenpG’s are complex, rendering many
estimation methods using such distances difficult to implement.

In this paper, we consider a class of distance functionals known as the Wasserstein
distance for discrete probability measures, and analyze the convergence of discrete mix-
ing distributions in the setting of nonparametric mixture models. The Wasserstein (also
known as Kantorovich) distances have been utilized in a number of statisticalcontexts
(e.g., [27, 4, 9]). For discrete probability measures, they can be obtained by a “minimum
matching” procedure between the sets of atoms that provide support for the measures under
comparison, and consequentially are simple to compute. Suppose thatΘ is equipped with
a metricρ. Let G′ =

∑k′

j=1 p′jδθ′j
. Then, theLr Wasserstein distance metric on the space
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of discrete probability measures with support inΘ, namely,Ḡ(Θ), is:

dρ(G, G′) =

[

inf
q

∑

i,j

qijρ
r(θi, θ

′
j)

]1/r

,

where the infimum is taken over all joint probability distributions on[1, . . . , k]× [1, . . . , k′]
such that

∑

j qij = pi and
∑

i qij = p′j . The Wasserstein distances inherit directly the
metric of the space of atomic supportΘ, suggesting that they can be useful for comparing
and assessing estimation procedures for discrete measures in hierarchical models. Indeed, a
hint for it usefulness can be drawn from an observation that theL1 distance for the CDF’s of
univariate random variables, as studied by [6], is in fact a special case of theL1 Wasserstein
distance whenΘ = R. Moreover, it is worth noting that if(Gn)n≥1 is a sequence of
discrete probability measures withk distinct atoms andGn tends to someG0 in dρ metric,
thenGn’s ordered set of atoms must converge toG0’s atoms inρ after some permutation of
atom labels. Thus, in the clustering application illustrated above, the convergence of mixing
distributionG may be interpreted as the convergence of distinct typical behaviorθi’s that
characterize the heterogeneous data population.

The plan for the paper is as follows. Sec. 2.1 provides a formal definition and reviews
basic properties of the Wasserstein distances for discrete measures. InSec. 2.2 we study
the metric space(Ḡ(Θ), dρ) in some detail, investigating compactness and approximation
properties. Since the Wasserstein distance is defined in terms of metricρ, it is possible to
obtain estimates of the covering number forḠ(Θ) and various subsets of interest in terms
of the covering number for the space of atomsΘ. These results are useful in establishing
rates of convergence in the mixture setting in the subsequent sections.

Section 3 explores the relationship between Wasserstein distances and well-known di-
vergence functionals in the setting of a mixture model. Viewing the latter as specific in-
stances off -divergence functionals [7, 1], we first show that the anf -divergence between
mixture densitiespG andpG′ is dominated by thecompositeWasserstein distancedρ(G, G′)
in which ρ(θ1, θ2) is also taken to be the samef -divergence between the likelihood den-
sitiesf(·|θ1) andf(·|θ2). This implies that thedρ topology can be stronger than those
induced by divergences between mixture densities. In addition, this resultcan be used to
obtain bounds on small ball probabilities in the space of mixture densitiespG in terms of
small ball probabilities in the metric space(Θ, ρ) [24]. In Sec. 3.2 we study identifiabil-
ity conditions under which the convergence of mixture densities entails the convergence of
mixing distributions in the Wasserstein metric. A simple consequence is Theorem 2, which
establishes the consistency and convergence rates for a class of minimum distance estima-
tors for the mixing distribution. In addition, we present a number of results onthe existence
of tests for discriminating a discrete measure with finite support against a class of discrete
measures using an iid sample from a mixture distribution of data.

Section 4 focuses on the convergence of posterior distributions of latentdiscrete mea-
sures in a Bayesian nonparametric setting. Here, the mixing distributionG is endowed
with a prior distributionΠ. Assuming ann-sampleX1, . . . , Xn that is generated accord-
ing to pG0 , we study conditions under which the postetrior distribution ofG, namely,
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Π(·|X1, . . . , Xn), contracts to the “truth”G0 under thedρ metric, and provide the con-
traction rates. Consistency and convergence analysis for general Bayesian estimation pro-
cedures were initiated by the work of [34, 23]. A fairly complete general theory has been
established – key recent references include [2, 16, 35, 43, 17, 44]. Analysis of specific mix-
ture models in a Bayesian setting have also been studied extensively [15, 14, 21, 18]. All
these work primarily focus on the convergence in the topology of Hellinger or a comparable
distance metric in the space of densitiespG (an exception is [20], as noted previously).

In Theorems 3 and 4 of Section 4, we establish the strong convergence rates for the pos-
terior distribution forG in terms of thedρ metric. These results are obtained using a general
framework of Ghosal et al [16], and have several notable features. They rely on conditions
on the support of the prior distributionΠ, which can be formulated directly in terms of the
metric space(Θ, ρ). This is convenient especially whenΘ is of infinite dimensions. The
claim of convergence in the Wasserstein metric is stronger than the weak convergence in-
duced by the Hellinger metric in the existing work mentioned above. The general theory
is applied to a number of well-known mixture models in the literature, including the finite
mixture of multivariate distributions, finite mixture of Gaussian processes, andDirichlet
process mixtures, for which posterior consistency and convergence rates are derived.

Notations. By discrete measures we always mean discrete probability measures.Gk(Θ),G(Θ)
denote the spaces of discrete measure withk and finite number of atoms inΘ, respec-
tively, while Ḡ(Θ) is the space of all discrete measures onΘ. G(p, θ) =

∑k
i=1 piδθi and

G′(p′, θ′) =
∑k′

j=1 pjδθ′j
, resp., are two discrete measures inGk(Θ) andGk′(Θ). f(x|θ)

denotes the conditional density, with respect to some dominating measure, of random vari-
ableX taking value inX . G andG′ yield mixture distributions given by the following den-
sities, respectively:pG(x) =

∑k
i=1 pif(x|θi) andpG′(x) =

∑k′

j=1 p′jf(x|θ′j). For ease of
notations, we also usefi in place off(·|θi), andf ′

j in place off(·|θ′j). Divergences studied
in the paper include the total variational distance:dV (pG, pG′) := 1

2

∫

|pG(x)−pG′(x)|dµ,
the Hellinger distance:d2

h(pG, pG′) := 1
2

∫

(
√

pG(x) −
√

pG′(x))2dµ, and the Kullback-
Leibler divergence:dK(pG, pG′) =

∫

pG(x) log(pG(x)/pG′(x))dµ. N(ǫ, Θ, ρ) denotes the
covering number of the metric space(Θ, ρ), i.e., the minimum number ofǫ-balls needed to
cover the entire spaceΘ. D(ǫ, Θ, ρ) denotes the packing number of(Θ, ρ), i.e., the maxi-
mum number of points that are mutually separated by at leastǫ in distance. Diam(Θ) is the
diameter ofΘ.

2 Wasserstein distance metrics for discrete measures

2.1 Definition and basic properties

Let (Θ, ρ) be a space equiped with a non-negative distance functionρ such thatρ(θ1, θ2) =
0 if and only if θ1 = θ2. If in addition,ρ is symmetric (ρ(θ1, θ2) = ρ(θ2, θ1)), and satisfies
the triangle inequality, then it is a proper metric. A discrete probability measureG on a
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measure space equipped with the Borel sigma algebra takes the following form:

G =

k
∑

i=1

piδθi ,

for somek ∈ N ∪ {+∞}, wherep = (p1, p2, . . . , pk) denotes the proportion vector,
while θ = (θ1, . . . , θk) are the associated atoms inΘ. p has to satisfy0 ≤ pi ≤ 1 and
∑k

i=1 pk = 1. Likewise,G′ =
∑k′

j=1 p′jδθ′j
is another discrete probability measure that has

at mostk′ distinct atoms. LetGk(Θ) denote the space of all discrete probability measures
with at mostk atoms. LetG(Θ) = lim supGk(Θ), the set of all discrete measures with
finite support. Finally,Ḡ(Θ) denotes the space of all discrete measures (including those
with countably infinite support).

Let q = (qij)i≤k;j≤k′ ∈ [0, 1]k×k′
denote ak × k′ matrix whose entries satisfy the fol-

lowing “marginal” constraints:
∑k

i=1 qij = p′j and
∑k′

j=1 qij = pi for anyi = 1, . . . , k; j =
1, . . . , k′. Because the definition ofq involves bothp andp′, we useQ(p, p′) to denote the
space of all such matrices. We start with theL1 Wasserstein distance:

Definition 1. Let ρ be a distance function onΘ. The Wasserstein distance functional for
two discrete measuresG(p, θ) andG′(p′, θ′) is:

dρ(G, G′) = inf
q∈Q(p,p′)

∑

i,j

qijρ(θi, θ
′
j). (1)

Remarks. (i) Q(p, p′) is always non-empty, by consider the elementq by takingqij =
pip

′
j . In this definition, if bothk andk′ are finite, the infimum can be replaced by minimum.

(ii) Discrete measureG may admit different representations in terms ofπ andθ be allowing
equal atoms. It is easy to see thatdρ is independent of such different representations. Unless
specified otherwise, we shall always work with the representation ofG(G′) in which all
atomsθi’s (resp.(θ′j ’s) are distinct, so thatk(k′) is the number of atoms associated withG
(resp.G′).

In some situations we also consider theL2 Wasserstein distance, which corresponds to
the square root ofdρ2 in our definition, whereρ(θi, θ

′
j) is replaced byρ2(θi, θ

′
j). Note that

d2
ρ(G, G′) ≤ dρ2(G, G′) by an application of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.

In the following we state several basic and useful facts about Wasserstein distances.2

Lemma 1. (a) G = G′ if and only ifdρ(G, G′) = 0.

(b) If ρ admits triangular inequality onΘ, thendρ admits triangular inequality on̄G(Θ).

(c) For anyG ∈ Ḡ(Θ), the ballB(G, r) = {G′ : dρ(G, G′) ≤ r} is a convex set.

2For completeness proofs of these facts are included in the Appendix.
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In this paper we shall always assume thatρ is a metric onΘ, unless specifically noted
otherwise. Lemma 1 implies thatdρ is a valid metric onḠ(Θ). WhenΘ = R, ρ is taken
to be the usual metric on the real line, the Wasserstein distance metric reducesto theL1

metric on the cumulative distribution function forG andG′:

Proposition 1. Suppose thatΘ ⊆ R. Define the CDFGc(x) = Pr(θ ≤ x|G) andG′
c(x) =

Pr(θ′ ≤ x|G′). Thendρ(G, G′) =
∫

|Gc(x) − G′
c(x)|dx.

In practice,dρ(G, G′) can be easily computed givenG andG′. When both set of atoms
and proportional probabilities associated withG andG′ are given, the evaluation hinges on
optimizing over matricesq ∈ Q(p, p′). This is a linear programming problem for which
efficient optimization algorithms are readily available.

Example 1. LetG = δθ1 , andG′ =
∑k′

j=1 p′jδθ′j
. By definition, it is simple to derive that

dρ(G, G′) =
∑k′

j=1 p′jρ(θ1, θ
′
j). By comparison, suppose that all atoms are distinct, so that

G andG′ have disjoint support. Then, both variational and Hellinger distances areconstant:
dV (G, G′) = d2

h(G, G′) = 1.

Example 2. Let G = pδθ1 + (1 − p)δθ2 andG′ = p′δθ1 + (1 − p′)δθ2 . These two
discrete measures share the same support at two atoms, and differ only in the proportional
probabilies. By definition,dρ(G, G′) = minq(q12 +q21)ρ(θ1, θ2), where the mimimization
is subject to constraints thatq ∈ [0, 1]2×2 andq11 +q12 = p; q21 +q22 = 1−p; q11 +q21 =
p′; q12+q22 = 1−p′. An easy calculation yieldsq11 = min(p, q), q22 = min(1−p, 1−p′),
q12 + q21 = 1 − min(p, p′) − min(1 − p, 1 − p′) = |p − p′|. Therefore,dρ(G, G′) =
|p − p′|ρ(θ1, θ2). By comparison, the varitional distancedV (G, G′) = |p − p′|, while the
Hellinger distance takes the formd2

h(G, G′) = 1
2 [(

√
p−

√
p′)2 + (

√
1 − p +

√
1 − p′)]1/2.

Evidently, divergence functionals are rarely useful when being applied directly to discrete
measures, because they do not take into account the geometry of the space of atomsΘ.

Example 3. LetGN =
∑N

n=1
1
N δYn , andG′

N =
∑N

n=1
1
N δY ′

n
, be the empirical distribu-

tions ofG andG′. Here,Y = (Y1, . . . , YN ) andY ′ = (Y ′
1 , . . . , Y

′
N ) are two iid samples

from G andG′, respectively. By definition,

dρ(GN , G′
N ) = min

q

∑

1≤i,j≤N

qijρ(Yi, Y
′
j ), (2)

where the marginal constraints onq become
∑N

i=1 qij =
∑N

j=1 qij = 1/N for any i, j =
1, . . . , N . Note thatdρ(GN , G′

N ) is random due to the randomness of the atoms.
The following proposition explores the asymptotic behavior of ofdρ(GN , G′

N ) when
bothG andG′ are discrete measures themselves, in addition to offering another perspective
on the Wasserstein distance:

Proposition 2. For a permutationπN of the set(1, . . . , N), define a “matching distance”:

DπN (GN , G′
N ) =

1

N

N
∑

n=1

ρ(Yn, Y ′
π(n)).
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(a) For arbitrary distributionsG andG′ (including non-atomic ones), we havedρ(GN , G′
N ) =

minπN DπN (GN , G′
N ), where the minimization is taken over all permutations of

(1, . . . , N).

(b) If G, G′ ∈ GΘ with finite number of atomsk, k′, thendρ(GN , G′
N )

G×G′a.s.−→ dρ(G, G′),
asN → ∞.

2.2 Compactness and entropy estimates

In the following, several aspects of the metric space(Ḡ(Θ), dρ) are explored, which will
prove useful in our development in the sequel. We start with the compactness or the lack
thereof of several key subsets in̄G(Θ).

Lemma 2. (a) If Θ is compact, then bothGk(Θ) and Ḡ(Θ) are compact with respect to
thedρ topology for anyk < ∞. Moreover,Ḡ(Θ) is the closure ofG(Θ).

(b) G(Θ) is not complete (and consequentially neither compact nor closed).

(c) The open balls inG(Θ) are not open relative tōG(Θ). Specifically, for everyG ∈
G(Θ) there is a sequence ofGn ∈ Ḡ(Θ) \ G(Θ), i.e., discrete measures with infinite
support inΘ, that converge toG.

Next, we shall quantify the size of classes of discrete measures by estimatingtheir
entropy number underdρ metric. Recall that the entropy number of a set is the logarithm of
its covering number. Becausedρ inherits directly theρ metric inΘ, it is possible to derive
bounds for the covering forGΘ in terms of the covering number forΘ.

Lemma 3. (a) log N(2ǫ,Gk(Θ), dρ) ≤ k(log N(ǫ, Θ, ρ) + log(e + eDiam(Θ)/ǫ)).

(b) log N(2ǫ, Ḡ(Θ), dρ) ≤ N(ǫ, Θ, ρ) log(e + eDiam(Θ)/ǫ).

(c) LetG0 =
∑k

i=1 p∗i δθ∗i
∈ Gk(Θ). Assume thatM = maxk

i=1 1/p∗i < ∞ and
m = mini,j≤k ρ(θ∗i , θ

∗
j ) > 0. Then,

log N(ǫ/2, {G ∈ Gk(Θ) : dρ(G0, G) ≤ 2ǫ}, dρ) ≤ k(sup
Θ′

log N(ǫ/4, Θ′, ρ)+log(32kDiam(Θ)/m)),

where the supremum in the right side is taken over all bounded subsetsΘ′ ⊆ Θ such
that Diam(Θ′) ≤ 4Mǫ.

The above result shows thatGk(Θ)’s are “nice” classes, for compactness and having a
relatively small entropy number which grows linearly with respect to the number of atoms
k and the entropy ofΘ. G(Θ) is a non-compact set, while its closure setḠ(Θ) is compact
with an entropy number that may grow exponentially with respect to the entropyof Θ. This
motivates us to consider more tractable approximating classes. A class of discrete measures
G ⊂ Ḡ(Θ) is calledǫ-tight with respect toGk(Θ) if

sup
G∈G

inf
G′∈Gk(Θ)

dρ(G, G′) ≤ ǫ.
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Lemma 4. If G ⊂ Ḡ(Θ) is ǫ-tight with respect toGk(Θ), then

log N(2ǫ,G, dρ) ≤ k(log N(ǫ/2, Θ, ρ) + log(e + 2eDiam(Θ)/ǫ)).

Proof. Any discrete measureG ∈ G can be approximated by an element inGk(Θ) with
an approximation errorǫ. That element is again approximated by another element in theǫ-
covering. ThusN(2ǫ,G, dρ) ≤ N(ǫ,Gk(Θ), dρ). Combining with Lemma 3(a) to conclude.

Example 4. (Stick-breaking processes). LetG ⊆ Ḡ(Θ) be the support of a Dirichlet
process DP(ν, P0), which is a probability measure on̄G(Θ) [12]. Any G ∈ G takes the
form G =

∑∞
i=1 piδθi , whereθi’s are iid draws fromP0, andpi’s are distributed according

to a “stick-breaking” process:p1 = v1, p2 = v2(1 − v1), . . . , pk = vk
∏k−1

i=1 (1 − vi) for
anyk = 1, 2, . . ., wherev1, v2, . . . are iid beta random variables Beta(1, ν).

Observe that,1 − ∑k
i=1 pi =

∏k
i=1(1 − vi). By Markov’s inequality, for anyǫ >

0, P (1 − ∑k
i=1 pi ≥ ǫ) = P (

∏k
i=1(1 − vi) ≥ ǫ) ≥ infm>0

∏k
i=1 E(1 − vi)

m/ǫm =
infm>0[ν/(ν + m)]k/ǫm = exp[−ν log(1/ǫ) − k log k + k log(eν) + k log log(1/ǫ)] =:
∆(ǫ, k).

Whenever1−∑k
i=1 pi < ǫ, it is simple to see thatinfG′∈Gk(Θ) dρ(G, G′) ≤ ǫDiam(Θ).

Hence, under the Dirichlet measure, for a givenk andǫ, there exists a subsetG′ ⊂ G that is
ǫ-tight with respect toGk(Θ), and Pr(Ḡ(Θ) \ G′) ≤ ∆(k, ǫ/Diam(Θ)).

3 Inequalities and properties in a mixture model

From here on, discrete measureG ∈ Ḡ(Θ) plays the role of the mixing distribution in a
mixture model. Letf(x|θ) denote the density (with respect to a dominating measureµ) of
a random variableX taking value inX , given parameterθ ∈ Θ. For the ease of notations,
we also usefi(x) for f(x|θi). CombiningG with the likelihood functionf yields a mixture
distribution forX that takes the following density:

pG(x) =
k

∑

i=1

pifi(x).

3.1 f -divergences and composite Wasserstein distances

Divergence functionals for measuring the distance between probability measures play a
fundamental role in asymptotic statistics. In the setting of mixture models, divergences
applied to the space of densitiespG of the dataX can be used to define weak topologies
on the space of discrete measuresḠ(Θ). Chief among these are the total variational dis-
tance, Hellinger distance, and the Kullback-Leibler distance. The variational distance takes
the form: dV (pG, pG′) = 1

2

∫

|pG(x) − pG′(x)|dµ, the Hellinger distance,d2
h(pG, pG′) =

1
2

∫

(
√

pG(x)−
√

pG′(x))2dµ, and the Kullback-Leibler divergence,dK(pG, pG′) =
∫

pG log(pG/pG′)dµ.
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All these are in fact instances of a broader class of divergence functionals known as thef -
divergences (Csizar, 1966; Ali & Silvey, 1967):

Definition 2. Letφ : R → R denote a convex function. Anf -divergence (or Ali-Silvey dis-
tance) between two probability densitiesfi andf ′

j is defined asdφ(fi, f
′
j) =

∫

φ(f ′
j/fi)fidµ.

Likewise, thef -divergence betweenpG andpG′ is dφ(pG, pG′) =
∫

φ(pG′/pG)pGdµ.

Forφ(u) = 1
2(
√

u − 1)2 we obtain the squared Hellinger, e.g.,d2
h(fi, f

′
j), d

2
h(pG, pG′).

For φ(u) = 1
2 |u − 1| we obtain the variational distance, e.g.,dV (fi, f

′
j), dV (pG, pG′). For

φ(u) = − log u, we obtain the Kullback-Leiber divergence, e.g.,dK(fi, f
′
j) anddK(pG, pG′).

Typically divergence functionals on the likelihood densities such asdh(fi, f
′
j) anddK(fi, f

′
j)

are simple to calculate. Moreover, they may be used as a distance function ormetric onΘ.

Definition 3. Whenρ is taken to be anf -divergence,ρ(θi, θ
′
j) = dφ(fi, f

′
j), for a con-

vex functionφ, the corresponding Wasserstein distance functional is called acomposite
Wasserstein distance:

dρφ(G, G′) = inf
q∈Q(p,p′)

∑

ij

qijdφ(fi, f
′
j).

In particular,dV , dh, dK induce the composite Wasserstein distancesdρV , dρh, dρK , respec-
tively.

For technical convenience, we also introduce composite Wasserstein distance function
dρh2(G, G′) obtained by takingρ(θi, θ

′
j) := d2

h(fi, f
′
j). The following inequalities between

variational and Hellinger distances are well-known:d2
V (pG, pG′)/2 ≤ d2

h(pG, pG′) ≤
dV (pG, pG′) andd2

V (fi, f
′
j)/2 ≤ d2

h(fi, f
′
j) ≤ dV (fi, f

′
j). This entails the following in-

equalities between the composite Wasserstein distances:

dρh2(G, G′) ≤ dρV (G, G′) ≤
√

2dρh(G, G′).

For anyq ∈ Q(p, p′), we have(
∑

ij qijdh(fi, f
′
j))

2 ≤ ∑

ij qij
∑

ij qijd
2
h(fi, f

′
j) =

∑

ij qijd
2
h(fi, f

′
j)

by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. This and the fact thatdh(fi, f
′
j) ≤ 1 yield

d2
ρh(G, G′) ≤ dρh2(G, G′) ≤ dρh(G, G′).

The main result in this section is that the composite Wasserstein distancedρφ(G, G′) is
generally a stronger distance metric (function) thandφ(pG, pG′).

Lemma 5. (a) For anyG, G′ ∈ Ḡ(Θ), 0 ≤ d2
h(pG, pG′) ≤ dρh2(G, G′) ≤ 1.

(b) Suppose that there is a constantc > 0 such that for anyG, G′ ∈ G ⊆ Ḡ(Θ), and any
x ∈ X ,

∑

i

pif
1/2
i ≥ cf

′1/2
j (pG/pG′)1/2.

Then,1 − dρh2(G, G′) ≥ c(1 − d2
h(pG, pG′)).

9



Remarks. This lemma claims that the composite Wasserstein distancedρh2(G, G′) dom-
inates the Hellinger distanced2

h(pG, pG′). Under an additional assumption stated in part
(b), if dρh2(G, G′) is close to 1, then so isd2

h(pG, pG′). The assumption is satisfied when
either one of the following holds: (i) The likelihood functionf(x|θ) is bounded away from
both 0 and infinity for anyx ∈ X and anyθ ∈ Θ, or (ii) All mixing probabilitiespi, p

′
j are

bounded away from 0. Condition (i) does not pose any restriction on the discrete measures
G, G′. Condition (ii) entails thatG ⊆ Gk(Θ) for some finitek, while imposes no restriction
on the likelihood functionf(x|θ).

Proof. (a) The second inequality is trivial, because Hellinger distances are bounded from
above by 1. To show the first inequality, for anyi = 1, . . . , k andj = 1, . . . , k′, we express
the Hellinger distanced2

h(fi, f
′
j) = 1−

∫

f
1/2
i f ′1/2

j dµ = 1− infϕij
1
2

∫

eϕijfi+e−ϕijf ′
jdµ,

where the infimum over all measurable functionsϕij onX , and can be achieved by setting
ϕij = log((f ′

j/fi)
1/2) [30]. We have (to avoid cluttering,dµ is dropped from the integrals

in what follows):

1 − dρh2(G, G′) = 1 − inf
q∈Q(p,p′)

∑

ij

qijd
2
h(fi, f

′
j) = sup

q∈Q(p,p′)

inf
ϕij

1

2

∑

ij

∫

qij(e
ϕijfi + e−ϕijf ′

j).

For anyq ∈ Q(p, p′), we have (the infimum is taken over all measurable functionsϕ on
X ):

1 − d2
h(pG, pG′) = inf

ϕ

1

2

∫

eϕpG + e−ϕpG′ = inf
ϕ

1

2

∫

∑

i

pifie
ϕ +

∑

j

p′jf
′
je

−ϕ

= inf
ϕ

1

2

∫

∑

ij

qij(e
ϕfi + e−ϕf ′

j) ≥ inf
ϕij

1

2

∫

∑

ij

qij(e
ϕijfi + e−ϕijf ′

j),

where the last inequality holds because of the space over which the infimum operation is
performed is enlarged. Since the above inequality holds for allq ∈ Q(p, p′), it follows that

1−d2
h(pG, pG′) ≥ sup

q∈Q(p,p′)

inf
ϕij

1

2

∫

∑

ij

qij(e
ϕijfi+e−ϕijf ′

j) = sup
q∈Q(p,p′)

inf
ϕij

1

2

∑

ij

∫

qij(e
ϕijfi+e−ϕijf ′

j),

where the interchange between integral and sum is due to the monotone convergence theo-
rem. This completes the proof.

(b) Setϕij = log(f ′
j/fi)

1/2 for any i, j, andϕ = log(pG′/pG)1/2. From the proof of
part (a),

1 − dρh2(G, G′) = sup
q∈Q(p,p′)

1

2

∑

ij

∫

qij(e
ϕijfi + e−ϕijf ′

j)

= sup
q∈Q(p,p′)

1

2

∫

∑

i

fi

∑

j

qije
ϕij +

∑

j

f ′
j

∑

i

qije
−ϕij

≥ 1

2

∫

∑

i

(

pifi

∑

j

p′je
ϕij

)

+
∑

j

(

p′jf
′
j

∑

i

pie
−ϕij

)

,
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where the last step was obtained by settingqij = pip
′
j , an admissible element inQ(p, p′),

while the interchange between the integral and the sum is applicable due to the monotone
convergence theorem. Compare this with1−d2

h(pG, pG′) = 1
2

∫
∑

i pifie
ϕ +

∑

j p′jf
′
je

−ϕ,

whereeϕ = (pG′/pG)1/2. We conclude that1 − dρh2(G, G′) ≥ c(1 − d2
h(pG, pG′)), if for

almost allx ∈ X the following inequalities hold, for anyi = 1, . . . , k andj = 1, . . . , k′:
∑

j p′je
ϕij ≥ ceϕ and

∑

i pie
−ϕij ≥ ce−ϕ. These inequalities are precisely given in the

hypothesis.

Part (a) in the previous lemma holds generally in the following sense.

Lemma 6. Suppose thatdφ(pG, pG′) < ∞ for some convex functionφ.
Then,dφ(pG, pG′) ≤ dρφ(G, G′).

Proof. We exploit the variational characterization off -divergences[31],dφ(fi, f
′
j) = supϕij

∫

ϕijf
′
j−

φ∗(ϕij)fidµ. Here, the infimum is taken over all measurable function onX . φ∗ de-
notes the Legendre-Fenchel conjugate dual of convex functionφ. (φ∗ is again a convex
function onR and is defined byφ∗(v) = supu∈R(uv − φ(u)).) Thus, dρφ(G, G′) =
infq∈Q(p,p′)

∑

ij qij supϕij

∫

ϕijf
′
j − φ∗(ϕij)fi. On the other hand, for anyq ∈ Q(p, p′),

dφ(pG, pG′) = sup
ϕ

∫

ϕpG′ − φ∗(ϕ)pG = sup
ϕ

∫

ϕ
∑

j

p′jf
′
j − φ∗(ϕ)

∑

i

pifi

= sup
ϕ

∫

ϕ
∑

ij

qijf
′
j − φ∗(ϕ)

∑

ij

qijfi = sup
ϕ

∫

∑

ij

qij(ϕf ′
j − φ∗(ϕ)fi)

≤
∑

ij

qij sup
ϕij

∫

(ϕf ′
j − φ∗(ϕ)fi),

where the last inequality holds because the supremum is taken over a largerset of functions.
Moreover, the bound holds for anyq ∈ Q(p, p′), sodφ(pG, pG′) ≤ dρφ(G, G′).

Collecting the results from the previous two lemmas we obtain the following inequali-
ties for various distances between discrete measuresG andG′:

0 ≤ d2
V (pG, pG′)/2 ≤ d2

h(pG, pG′) ≤ {dV (pG, pG′), dρh2(G, G′)} ≤ dρV (G, G′) ≤
√

2dρh(G, G′),

and {d2
h(pG, pG′), d2

ρh(G, G′)} ≤ dρh2(G, G′) ≤ dρh(G, G′) ≤ 1.

Example 5. Suppose thatΘ = R
d, ρ is the Euclidean metric,f(x|θ) is the multivariate

normal densityN(θ, Id×d) with meanθ and identity covariance matrix, thend2
h(fi, f

′
j) =

1 − exp−1
8‖θi − θ′j‖2 ≤ 1

8‖θi − θ′j‖2. This entails thatdρh(G, G′) ≤ dρ(G, G′)/2
√

2,
anddρh2(G, G′) ≤ dρ2(G, G′)/8. Similarly for the Kullback-Leibler divergence, since
dK(fi, f

′
j) = 1

2‖θi − θ′j‖2, by Lemma 6,dK(pG, pG′) ≤ dρK(G, G′) = 1
2dρ2(G, G′).

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the squared Hellinger distanced2
h, Wasserstein

distancedρh2 , and variational distancedV . In this simulation, 5000 random pairs of mixture
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of two Gaussian distributions of the formpN(θ1, 1) + (1 − p)N(θ2, 1) were generated,
wherep is chosen uniformly in [0,1], whileθ1 andθ2 are chosen uniformly at random in
[-5,5].

Remarks. WhenΘ is a subset in an infinite dimensional space, it is not uncommon that
pG andpG′ have disjoint support inX . This happens when the collection of{f(·|θi) :
i = 1, . . . , k} and the collection of{f(·|θ′j) : j = 1, . . . , k′} do have disjoint sup-
ports onX . Under this scenario,f -divergences such as variational, Hellinger distance and
Kullback-Leibler distance are insensitive, sincedh(pG, pG′) ≡ dh(fi, f

′
j) ≡ dV (pG, pG′) ≡

dV (fi, f
′
j) = 1, anddK(fi, f

′
j) = dK(pG, pG′) = ∞. One the other hand, Wasserstein dis-

tances may still be utilized by adopting suitable choices for distance (metric)ρ. This is
illustrated in the following example.

Example6. LetΘ = l∞(T ) be a separable Banach space of uniformly bounded functions
θ : T → R equipped with the uniform norm‖θ‖ = sup{|θ(t)| : t ∈ T}. Givenθ ∈ Θ,
define random functionX : T → R by takingX(t) = θ(t) + W (t), where(Wt)t∈T is
distributed according to a zero-mean Gaussian stochastic process givenby a continuous co-
variance kernelK : T × T → R. We writeW ∼ GP (0, K). This specifies the conditional
distribution ofX given θ. Suppose thatθ1, . . . , θk are iid draws from the same Gaussian
processGP (0, K), whileθ′1, . . . , θ

′
k′ are iid draws from GP(0, K ′), using a different contin-

uous covariance kernelK ′. Thus, we obtain “mixture of Gaussian processes” distributions
pG andpG′ , a type of models that have been studied recently in the modeling literature
(e.g., [13, 29]). We note that the support of Gaussian processGP (0, K) is the closure in
the uniform norm of the reproducing kernel Hilbert spaceH(K) given byK [22], see also
[41]. Moreover, given a fixedθ′j such thatθ′j 6∈ H(K), then the distributions forθ′j +W and
W are orthogonal. Lukić and Beder [26] specify non-pathological conditions under which
sample paths ofGP (0, K ′) do not belong toH(K), so thatθ′j 6∈ H(K) with probability
one. This entails the orthogonality between the distributions forθi + W andθ′j + W for
any pair ofi, j with probability one. Thus, divergence functionals such asdV ≡ dh ≡ 1
or dK ≡ ∞ are insensitive in this setting. This is because the RKHS norm which controls
the the support of Gaussian processes is too strong to be useful in this context. Wasserstein
distancedρ(G, G′) using a suitably weaker metric, e.g.,ρ(θ, θ′) = supt∈T |θ(t) − θ′(t)|
may be still used to distinguishG andG′ in a meaningful way.

3.2 Wasserstein metric identifiability in mixture models

We have shown in the previous section that for many choices ofρ, dρ yields a stronger
topology onḠ(Θ) than the weak topology induced byf -divergences on the space of mixture
distributionspG. In other words, convergence ofpG may not imply convergence ofG in dρ

metric. To ensure this property, additional conditions are needed on the space of discrete
measuresG(Θ), along with identifiability conditions for the family of likelihood functions
{f(·|θ), θ ∈ Θ}.

12
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Figure 1: Scatter plot comparing Wasserstein distance functionaldρh2(G1, G2) against
squared Hellinger distanced2

h(pG1 , pG2) (in x’s) and the variational distancedV (pG1 , pG2)
(in o’s).

The classical definition of [39] specifies the family{f(·|θ), θ ∈ Θ} to be identifiable if
for anyG, G′ ∈ G(Θ), ‖pG − pG′‖∞ = 0 implies thatG = G′. We shall need to a slightly
stronger version, allowing for the inclusion for discrete measures with infinite support:

Definition 4. The family{f(·|θ), θ ∈ Θ} is finitely identifiable if for anyG ∈ GΘ and
G′ ∈ ḠΘ, |pG(x) − pG′(x)| = 0 for almost allx ∈ X implies thatG = G′.

To obtain convergence rates, we also need the notion of strong identifiabilityof [6],
herein adapted to a multivariate setting.

Definition 5. Assume thatΘ ⊆ R
d andρ is the Euclidean metric. The family{f(·|θ), θ ∈

Θ} is strongly identifiable iff(x|θ) is twice differentiable inθ and for any finitek andk
differentθ1, . . . , θk, the equality

ess sup
x∈X

∣

∣

∣

∣

k
∑

i=1

αif(x|θi) + βT
i Df(x|θi) + γT

i D2f(x|θi)γi

∣

∣

∣

∣

= 0 (3)

implies thatαi = 0, βi = γi = 0 ∈ R
d for i = 1, . . . , k. Here, for eachx, Df(x|θi) and

D2f(x|θi) denote the gradient and the Hessian atθi of functionf(x|·), respectively.

Finite identifiability is satisfied for the family of Gaussian distributions [38], see also
Theorem 1 of [21]. Chen identified a broad class of families, including the Gaussian family,
for which the strong identifiablity condition holds [6]. The notion of strong identifiability
may also be extended to infinite dimensional settings in a standard way via first and second
order Fŕechet derivatives in normed spaces.
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Defineψ(G, G′) = supx |pG(x) − pG′(x)|/dρ2(G, G′) if G 6= G′ and∞ otherwise.
Also defineψ1(G, G′) = dV (pG, pG′)/dρ2(G, G′) if G 6= G′ and∞ otherwise. The notion
of strong identifiability is useful via the following key lemma, which generalizes Chen’s
result toΘ of arbitrary dimensions.

Lemma 7. Suppose thatΘ is compact, the family{f(·|θ), θ ∈ Θ} is strongly identifiable,
and for allx ∈ X , the Hessian matrixD2f(x|θ) satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition

|γT (D2f(x|θ1) − D2f(x|θ2))γ| ≤ Cρ(θ1, θ2)
δ‖γ‖2, (4)

for all x, θ1, θ2 and some fixedC andδ > 0. Then, for fixedG0 ∈ Gk(Θ), wherek < ∞:

lim
ǫ→0

inf
G,G′∈Gk(Θ)

{

ψ(G, G′) : dρ(G0, G) ∨ dρ(G0, G
′) ≤ ǫ

}

> 0. (5)

The assertion also holds withψ being replaced byψ1.

Proof. Suppose that Eq. (5) is not true, then there will be sequences ofGn andG′
n tending

to G0 in dρ metric, and thatψ(Gn, G′
n) → 0. We writeGn =

∑∞
i=1 pn,iδθn,i , wherepn,i =

0 for indicesi greater thankn, the number of atoms ofGn. Similar notation is applied
to G′

n. Since bothGn andG′
n have finite number of atoms, there isq(n) ∈ Q(pn, p′

n)

so thatdρ2(Gn, G′
n) =

∑

ij q
(n)
ij ρ2(θn,i, θ

′
n,j). Note thatd2

ρ(Gn, G′
n) ≤ dρ2(Gn, G′

n) =
O(dρ(Gn, G′

n)), while the latter inequality is due to the boundedness ofΘ.
Let On = {(i, j) : ρ2(θn,i, θ

′
n,j) ≤ d1−δ′

ρ2 (Gn, G′
n)} for someδ′ ∈ (0, 1). Then,

∑

(i,j) 6∈On
q
(n)
ij ≤ dρ2(Gn, G′

n)/d1−δ′

ρ2 (Gn, G′
n) → 0 asn → ∞. Sinceq(n) ∈ Q(pn, p′

n),
we can express

ψ(Gn, G′
n) = sup

x

∣

∣

∣

∣

kn
∑

i=1

pn,if(x|θn,i) −
k′

n
∑

j=1

p′n,jf(x|θ′n,j)

∣

∣

∣

∣

/dρ2(Gn, G′
n)

= sup
x

∣

∣

∣

∣

∑

ij

q
(n)
ij (f(x|θn,i) − f(x|θ′n,j))

∣

∣

∣

∣

/dρ2(Gn, G′
n),

and, by Taylor’s expansion,

ψ(Gn, G′
n) = sup

x

∣

∣

∣

∣

∑

(i,j) 6∈On

q
(n)
ij (f(x|θ′n,j) − f(x|θn,i)) +

∑

(i,j)∈On

q
(n)
ij (θ′n,j − θn,i)

T Df(x|θn,i)

∑

(i,j)∈On

q
(n)
ij (θ′n,j − θn,i)

T D2f(x|θn,i)(θ
′
n,j − θn,i) +

Rn(x)

∣

∣

∣

∣

/dρ2(Gn, G′
n)

= sup
x

|An(x) + Bn(x) + Cn(x) + Rn(x)|/Dn,
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where

Rn(x) = O

(

∑

(i,j)∈On

q
(n)
ij ρ2+δ(θn,i, θ

′
n,j)

)

= O

(

∑

(i,j)∈On

q
(n)
ij ρ2(θn,i, θ

′
n,j)d

(1−δ′)δ/2
ρ2 (Gn, G′

n)

)

due to Eq. (4) and the definition ofOn. So Rn(x)/dρ2(Gn, G′
n) → 0. The quantities

An(x), Bn(x) andCn(x) are linear functionals off(x|θ), Df(x|θ) andD2f(x|θ) for dif-
ferentθ’s, respectively. SinceΘ is compact, subsequences ofGn andG′

n can be chosen so
that each of their support points converges to a fixed atomθ∗l , for l = 1, . . . , k∗ ≤ k.

After being properly rescaled, the limits ofAn(x), Bn(x) andCn(x) are still linear
functionals with constant coefficients not depending onx. In particular,Cn(x)/Dn →
∑k∗

j=1 γT
j D2f(x|θ∗j )γj for someγj ’s and not all these coefficients vanishing, since

∑k∗

j=1 ‖γj‖2 =
1. The coefficients inAn(x)/Dn and Bn(x)/Dn can go either to infinity or to a con-
stant by further selecting the subsequences ofGn and G′

n. If they go to infinity, a se-
quencedn = O(1) can be found such thatdnAn(x)/Dn converges to

∑k∗

j=1 αjf(x|θ∗j ) and

dnBn(x)/Dn converges to
∑k∗

j=1 βT
j Df(x|θ∗j ) for some finiteαj andβj . Thus, we have

dn andαj , βj , γj , not all being zero, such that

dn|pGn(x) − pG′
n
(x)|/d2

ρ(Gn, G′
n) →

∣

∣

∣

∣

k∗
∑

j=1

αjf(x|θj) + βT
j Df(x|θj) + γT

j D2f(x|θj)γj

∣

∣

∣

∣

.

(6)
for all x. This entails that the right side of the preceeding display must be 0 for all almost
all x. By strong identifiability, all coefficients must be 0, which leads to contradiction.

With respect toψ1(G, G′), suppose that the claim is not true, which implies the ex-
istence of a subsequenceGn, G′

n such that thatψ1(Gn, G′
n) → 0. Going through the

same argument as above, we haveαj , βj , γj , not all of which are zero, such that Eq.(6)
holds. An application of Fatou’s lemma yields

∫

|∑k∗

j=1 αjf(x|θj) + βT
j Df(x|θj) +

γT
j D2f(x|θj)γj |dµ = 0. Thus the integrand must be 0 for almost allx, leading to con-

tradiction.

Remarks. (i) Suppose thatG0 has exactlyk support points inΘ. Then, an examination
of the proof reveals that the requirement thatΘ be compact is not needed. Indeed, if there is
a sequence ofGn ∈ Gk(Θ) such thatdρ(G0, Gn) → 0, then using an argument in the first
paragraph of the proof of Lemma 3(c), there is a subsequence ofGn that also hask distinct
atoms, which converge inρ metric to the set ofk atoms ofG0 (up to some permutation of
the labels). The proof for the Lemma then proceeds as before.

(ii) When f(x|θ) is a multivariate normal density (as in Example 5) we also know that
dρ2(G, G′) ≥ 8dρh2(G, G′). Thus,dV (pG, pG′) > 8cdρh2(G, G′) for some small con-
stantc > 0. This clarifies the relationship betweendV (pG, pG′) anddρh2(G, G′) reported
empirically in Fig 1.

(iii) For the rest of this paper, by strong identifiability we always mean conditions spec-
ified in Lemma 7 so that Eq. (5) can be deduced. This practically means that theconditions
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specified by Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) be given, while the compactness ofΘ may sometimes be
required (see Remark (i) in the preceeding paragraph).

The following notion plays a central role in the sequel.

Definition 6. LetG be a subset of̄G(Θ). For eachk < ∞, define the Hellinger information
of dρ metric as a real-valued function on the real lineCk(G, ·) : R → R:

Ck(G, r) = inf
G0∈Gk(Θ),G∈G:dρ(G0,G)≥r/2

d2
h(pG0 , pG)/2. (7)

It is obvious thatCk is a non-negative and non-decreasing function.

Theorem 1. (a) Suppose thatG andGk(Θ) are both compact, and the family of likeli-
hood functions is finitely identifiable. Then,Ck(G, r) > 0 for anyr > 0.

(b) Suppose thatΘ is compact, and the family of likelihood functions is strongly identifi-
able. Then, for some constantc > 0, Ck(Gk(Θ), r) ≥ cr4 for all r ≥ 0.

Furthermore, the compactness ofΘ can be replaced by the assumption thatG0 has
exactlyk distinct atoms, and thatΘ is bounded.

Proof. (a) Suppose that the claim is not true, there is a sequence of(G0, G) ∈ Gk(Θ) × G
such thatdρ(G0, G2) ≥ r/2 > 0 always holds, and that converges indρ metric toG∗

0 ∈ Gk

andG∗ ∈ G, respectively. This is due to the compactness of bothGk(Θ) andG. We must
havedρ(G

∗
0, G

∗) ≥ r/2 > 0, soG∗
0 6= G∗ by Lemma 1. At the same time,dh(pG∗

0
, pG∗) =

0, which implies thatpG∗
0

= pG∗ for almost allx ∈ X . By finite identifiability condition,
G∗

0 = G∗, which is a contradiction.
(b) is an immediate consequences of Lemma 7, by noting that under the given hy-

pothesis, there isc > 0 such thatd2
h(pG0 , pG) ≥ d2

V (pG0 , pG)/2 ≥ cd2
ρ2(G0, G) ≥

cd4
ρ(G0, G) for sufficiently smalldρ(G0, G). The boundedness ofΘ implies the bounded-

ness ofdρ(G0, G), thereby extending the claim for the entire admissible range ofdρ(G0, G).

3.3 Minimum distance nonparametric estimator and existenceof tests

We shall present several immediate consequences of the results in the previous section on
the estimation and testing in a mixture model. In both settings, letX1, . . . , Xn be an iid
sample from the mixture distributionpG0(x) =

∫

f(x|θ)G0(θ)dµ, whereG0 is the “true”
discrete measure in̄G(Θ). The likelihood functionf(·|θ) is given.

Estimation. First, we consider a class of minimum distance estimation method for dis-
crete measureG, and discuss the convergence rates. Letp̂n denotes a nonparametric esti-
mate of the density functionpG, using any well-known density estimation methods (e.g., the
penalized maximum likelihood method, methods of sieves, or kernel density estimation).
Then, an estimatêGn for G0 is obtained by solving the following optimization:

Ĝn = inf
G∈G

dh(p̂n, pG),
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where the infimum is taken over the compact setG ⊆ Ḡ(Θ).

Theorem 2. Suppose thatG0 ∈ G(Θ), i.e.,G0 has finite support,G0 ∈ G, anddh(p̂n, pG0) =
OP (ǫn) = oP (1).

(a) Under the condition of finite identifiablity,dρ(Ĝn, G0) = oP (1).

(b) Suppose that thatG = Gk(Θ) for some knownk < ∞, Θ is compact and the family
of likelihood functions is strongly identifiable. Then,

dρ(Ĝn, G0) = OP (ǫ1/2
n ).

Proof. (a) By the definition ofĜn, and the assumption thatG0 ∈ G, dh(p̂n, pĜn
) ≤

dh(p̂n, pG0). By triangle inequality,dh(pG0 , pĜn
) ≤ dh(pG0 , p̂n)+dh(p̂n, pĜn) ≤ 2dh(pG0 , p̂n) =

OP (ǫn). Suppose that̂Gn doesnot converge toG0 in dρ metric. Due to the compact-
ness ofG, there is a subsequence ofĜn which converges toG1 6= G0. This leads to
dh(pG1 , pG0) = 0, so thatpG1 = pG0 for almost allx ∈ X . Noting thatG0 ∈ G(Θ) by as-
sumption, andG1 ∈ Ḡ(Θ). By finite identifiability,G1 = G0, which leads to contradiction.

(b) From Theorem 1(b), there is a constantc > 0 such thatdh(pG0 , pĜn
) ≥ cd2

ρ(G0, Ĝn).
Combining with part (a) to obtain the desired claim.

Existence of tests. Next, we explore the existence of tests for discriminating a discrete
measure with finite support against a another class of discrete measures using data samples
from a mixture distribution. These types of result are also useful for the subsequential
analysis on the convergence of posterior distributions of the mixing distribution.

A testφn is an indicator function of the iid sampleX1, . . . , Xn. For each pair of discrete
measuresG0, G1 we consider tests for discriminatingG0 ∈ G(Θ) against a closed ball
B(G1, dρ(G0, G1)/2) = {G ∈ Ḡ(Θ) : dρ(G1, G) ≤ dρ(G1, G0)/2}. In the followingPG

denotes the expectation under the mixture distribution given by densitypG.

Lemma 8. For some fixedk < ∞, suppose thatGk(Θ) ⊆ G ⊆ Ḡ(Θ). Then, for every pair
of discrete measures(G0, G1) ∈ Gk(Θ) × G there exist tests{ϕn} that have the following
properties:

PG0ϕn ≤ exp[−nCk(G, dρ(G0, G1))] (8)

sup
G∈Ḡ(Θ):dρ(G,G1)<dρ(G0,G1)/2

PG(1 − ϕn) ≤ exp[−nCk(G, dρ(G0, G1))]. (9)

Proof. Let r = dρ(G0, G1) > 0. Consider pairs of setsP0 andP1, whereP0 = {pG0}, a
singleton set of only one mixture distribution given byG0 ∈ Gk(Θ), andP1 = {pG|dρ(G, G1) ≤
r/2}. According to Lemma 1, the closed ball{G : dρ(G, G1) ≤ r/2} is a convex set. This
implies thatP1 is a convex set of mixture distributions. Now, applying a result from Birgé
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[5] and Le Cam ( [23], Lemma 4, pg. 478) there exist testsϕn that discriminating between
two convex setsP0 andP1 such that:

PG0ϕn ≤ exp[−n inf d2
h(P0, P1)/2].

sup
G∈Ḡ(Θ):dρ(G,G1)≤r/2

PG(1 − ϕn) ≤ exp[−n inf d2
h(P0, P1)/2],

where the exponent in the upper bounds are given by the minimum Hellinger distance
amongall such pairs of(P0, P1) ∈ (P0,P1). Due to the triangle inequality, ifdρ(G0, G1) =
r anddρ(G1, G) ≤ r/2 thendρ(G0, G) ≥ r/2. SoCk(G, r) ≤ inf d2

h(P0, P1)/2. This
completes the proof.

Next, we show the existence of test for discriminatingG0 against the complement of a
closed ball, by adapting a result of [16] (Theorem 7.1):

Lemma 9. Let G ⊆ Ḡ(Θ). G0 ∈ Gk(Θ) ⊆ G for somek < ∞. Suppose that for some
non-increasing functionD(ǫ), someǫn ≥ 0 and everyǫ > ǫn,

D(ǫ/2, {G ∈ G : ǫ ≤ dρ(G0, G) ≤ 2ǫ}, dρ) ≤ D(ǫ). (10)

Then, for everyǫ > ǫn there exist testsϕn (depending onǫ > 0) such that for anyt ∈ N

PG0ϕn ≤ D(ǫ)

⌈Diam(Θ)/ǫ⌉
∑

t=1

exp[−nCk(G, tǫ)] (11)

sup
G∈G:dρ(G0,G)>tǫ

PG(1 − ϕn) ≤ exp[−nCk(G, tǫ)]. (12)

Proof. For a givent ∈ N choose a maximaltǫ/2-packing in setSt = {G : tǫ < dρ(G0, G) ≤
(t + 1)ǫ}. This yields a setS′

t of at mostD(tǫ) points, by assumption. Moreover, every
G ∈ St is within distancetǫ/2 of at least one of the points inS′

t. For every such point
G1 ∈ S′

t, there exists a testωn satisfying Eqs. (8) and (9). Takeϕn to be the maximum of
all tests attached this way to some pointG1 ∈ S′

t for somet ∈ N. Then, by union bound,

PG0ϕn ≤
∑

t

∑

G1∈S′
t

exp[−nCk(G, tǫ)] ≤ D(ǫ)
∑

t

exp[−nCk(G, tǫ)]

sup
G∈∪u≥tSu

PG(1 − ϕn) ≤ sup
u≥t

exp[−nCk(G, uǫ)] ≤ exp[−nCk(G, tǫ)],

where the last inequality is due the monotonicity ofCk(G, ·).

4 Convergence of posterior distributions of discrete measures

In this section we study the convergence of discrete mixing distributions in a Bayesian
setting. LetX1, . . . , Xn be an iid sample according to the mixture distributionPG(x) =
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∫

f(x|θ)G(θ)dµ, wheref is known, whileG = G0 for some unknown discrete measure in
Gk(Θ). In the Bayesian framework,G is endowed with a prior distributionΠ on a suitable
measure space of discrete probability measures inḠ(Θ). The posterior distribution ofG is
given by, for any measurable setB:

Π(B|X1, . . . , Xn) =

∫

B

n
∏

i=1

pG(Xi)Π(G)/

∫ n
∏

i=1

pG(Xi)Π(G).

We shall study conditions under which the posterior distribution is consistent,i.e., it
concentrates on arbitrarily smalldρ neighborhoods ofG0, and derive the rates of the con-
vergence. The analysis is based upon the general framework of Ghosal, Ghosh and van
der Vaart [16], who analyzed the convergence of posterior distributions in terms off -
divergences such as Hellinger and variational distances on the mixture densities of the data.
By contrast, the following results are based on conditions formulated directlyin terms of
the Wasserstein distance, which are simpler to verify for mixture models. The claims of
convergence rates are with respect to Wasserstein distance metrics, which are stronger than
thef -divergence metrics, and directly related to the convergence behavior of the individual
atoms that provide support for the mixing distributionG.

Our theorems have three types of conditions. The first is concerned with the size of sup-
port of Π, often quantified in terms of its entropy number. The second is on the Kullback-
Leibler support ofΠ, which is related to both space of discrete measuresḠ(Θ) and the
family of likelihood functionsf(x|θ). The third is on the Hellinger information ofdρ met-
ric, functionCk(G, r). Define the Kullback-Leibler neighborhood:

B(ǫ) =

{

G ∈ Ḡ(Θ) : −pG0

(

log
pG

pG0

)

≤ ǫ2, pG0

(

log
pG

pG0

)2

≤ ǫ2
}

. (13)

Theorem 3. LetG0 ∈ Gk(Θ) ⊆ Ḡ(Θ) for somek < ∞, and the family of likelihood func-
tions is finitely identifiable. Suppose that for a sequence(ǫn)n≥1 that tends to a constant
(or 0) such thatnǫ2n → ∞, setsGn ⊂ Ḡ(Θ) and a constantC > 0, we have

log D(ǫn,Gn, dρ) ≤ nǫ2n, (14)

Π(Ḡ(Θ) \ Gn) ≤ exp[−nǫ2n(C + 4)], (15)

Π(B(ǫn)) ≥ exp(−nǫ2nC). (16)

Moreover, supposeMn is a sequence so that

Ck(Gn, Mnǫn) ≥ ǫ2n(C + 4), (17)

exp(2nǫ2n)
∑

j≥Mn

exp[−nCk(Gn, jǫn)] → 0. (18)

Then,Π(G : dρ(G0, G) ≥ Mnǫn|X1, . . . , Xn) → 0 in PG0-probability.

A stronger theorem (using a substantially weaker condition on the coveringnumber)
can be formulated as follows.
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Theorem 4. Let G0 ∈ Gk(Θ) ⊆ Ḡ(Θ) for somek < ∞, and the family of likelihood
functions is finitely identifiable. Suppose that for a sequenceǫn → 0 such thatnǫ2n is
bounded away from 0 or tending to infinity, and setsGn ⊂ Ḡ(Θ), we have

log D(ǫ/2, {G ∈ Gn : ǫ ≤ dρ(G0, G) ≤ 2ǫ}, dρ) ≤ nǫ2n for everyǫ ≥ ǫn, (19)

Π(Ḡ(Θ) \ Gn)

Π(B(ǫn))
= o(exp(−2nǫ2n)), (20)

Π(G : jǫn < dρ(G, G0) ≤ 2jǫn)

Π(B(ǫn))
≤ exp[nCk(Gn, jǫn)/2] for anyj ≥ Mn, (21)

whereMn is a sequence such that

exp(2nǫ2n)
∑

j≥Mn

exp[−nCk(Gn, jǫn)/2] → 0. (22)

Then, we have thatΠ(G : dρ(G0, G) ≥ Mnǫn|X1, . . . , Xn) → 0 in PG0-probability.

Remarks. (i) The above statement continues to hold if conditions (21) and (22) are re-
placed by the following condition:

exp(2nǫ2n)/Π(B(ǫn))
∑

j≥Mn

exp[−nCk(Gn, jǫn)] → 0. (23)

(ii) The above theorems are stated for theL1 Wasserstein metricdρ, but they also hold for

L2 Wasserstein metricd1/2
ρ2 , with a slight modification of the definition of the Hellinger

information function toCk(G, r) = inf
d
1/2

ρ2 (G0,G)≥r/2
d2

h(pG0 , pG).

In the sequel, the general theory is illustrated in specific examples of hierarchical mix-
ture distributions.

4.1 Finite mixture of multivariate distributions

Let Θ be a compact subset ofR
d, ρ be the Euclidean metric, andΠ is a prior distribution

for discrete measures inGk(Θ), wherek < ∞ is known. Suppose that the “truth”G0 =
∑k

i=1 p∗i δθ∗i
∈ Gk(Θ). To obtain the convergence rate of the posterior distribution ofG, we

need:

Assumptions A.

(A1) The family of likelihood functionsf(·|θ) is strongly identifiable. In addition, for
some constantC1 > 0, dK(fi, f

′
j) ≤ C1ρ

2(θi, θ
′
j) for anyθi, θ

′
j ∈ Θ.

(A2) For anyG ∈ supp(Π),
∫

pG0(log(pG0/pG))2 < C2dK(pG0 , pG) for some constant
C2 > 0.

(A3) Under priorΠ, for smallδ > 0, c3δ
k ≤ Π(|pi − p∗i | ≤ δ, i = 1 . . . , k) ≤ C3δ

k and
c3δ

kd ≤ Π(ρ(θi, θ
∗
i ) ≤ δ, i = 1 . . . , k) ≤ C3δ

kd for some constantsc3, C3 > 0.
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Remarks. (A1) holds for the family of Gaussian densities with parameter meanθ. (A3)
holds when the prior distribution on the relevant parameters behave like a uniform distribu-
tion, up to a multiplicative constant. (A2) holds whenpG0/pG is bounded from below for
anyG ∈ supp(Π).

Let G =
∑k

i=1 piδθi . Combining Lemma 6 with Assumption (A1), ifρ(θi, θ
∗
i ) ≤ ǫ

and |pi − p∗i | ≤ ǫ2/(kDiam(Θ)2) for i = 1, . . . , k, thendK(pG0 , pG) ≤ dρK(G0, G) ≤
C1

∑

1≤i,j≤k qijρ
2(θ∗i , θj), for anyq ∈ Q. Thus,dK(pG0 , pG) ≤ C1dρ2(G0, G) ≤ C1

∑k
i=1(p

∗
i∧

pi)ρ
2(θ∗i , θi) + C1

∑k
i=1 |pi − p∗i |Diam(Θ)2 ≤ 2C1ǫ

2. Hence, under priorΠ,

Π(G : dK(pG0 , pG) ≤ ǫ2) ≥ Π(G : ρ(θi, θ
∗
i ) ≤ ǫ, |pi−p∗i | ≤ ǫ2/(kDiam(Θ)2), i = 1, . . . , k).

In view of Assumptions (A2) and (A3), we haveΠ(B(ǫ))
>∼ ǫk(d+2). Conversely, for

sufficiently smallǫ, if d2
ρ(G0, G) ≤ ǫ2 then by reordering the index of the atoms, we must

haveρ(θi, θ
∗
i ) = O(ǫ) and|pi − p∗i | = O(ǫ2) for all i = 1, . . . , k (see the argument in the

proof of Lemma 3(c)). This entails that under the priorΠ,

Π(G : dρ2(G0, G) ≤ ǫ2) ≤ Π(G : ρ(θi, θ
∗
i ) ≤ O(ǫ), |pi−p∗i | ≤ O(ǫ2), i = 1, . . . , k)

<∼ ǫk(d+2).

Let ǫn = n−1/2. We proceed by verifying conditions of Theorem 4, as this theorem pro-
vides the right rate for parametric mixture models under theL2 Wasserstein distance metric
d

1/2
ρ2 . LetGn := Gk(Θ). ThenΠ(Ḡ(Θ) \ Gn) = 0, so Eq. (20) trivially holds.

Next, we show thatD(ǫ/2, S, d
1/2
ρ2 ), whereS = {G ∈ Gn : dρ(G0, G) ≤ 2ǫ}, is

bounded above by a constant, so that (19) is satisfied. Indeed, for any ǫ > 0, log D(ǫ/2, S, d
1/2
ρ2 ) ≤

log N(ǫ/4, S, d
1/2
ρ2 ) ≤ N(ǫ/4, S, dρ). By Lemma 3 (c),N(ǫ/4, S, dρ) is bounded in terms

of supΘ′ log N(ǫ/8, Θ′, ρ), which is bounded above by a constant whenΘ′’s are subsets of
Θ whose diameter is bounded by a multiple ofǫ. Thus, Eq. (19) holds.

By Theorem 1(b) and Assumption (A4), there isCk(Gn, jǫn) = infdρ2 (G0,G)≥(jǫ/2)2 d2
h(pG0 , pG) ≥

c(jǫn)4 for some constantc > 0. To ensure condition (22), note that:

exp(2nǫ2n)
∑

j≥Mn

exp[−nCk(Gn, jǫn)/2] ≤ exp(2nǫ2n)
∑

j≥Mn

exp[−nc(jǫn)4]

<∼ exp(2nǫ2n − ncM4
nǫ4n).

This upper bound goes to zero ifncM4
nǫ4n ≥ 4nǫ2n, which is satisfied by takingMn to be a

large multiple ofǫ−1/2
n . Thus we needMnǫn ≍ ǫ

1/2
n = n−1/4.

Under the assumptions specified above,Π(G : jǫn < dρ(G, G0) ≤ 2jǫn)/Π(B(ǫn)) =
O(1). On the other hand, forj ≥ Mn, we haveexp[nCk(Gn, jǫn)/2] ≥ exp[nc(Mnǫn)4/2]
which is bounded below by arbitrarily large constant by choosingMn to be a large multiple
of ǫ

−1/2
n , thereby ensuring (21).
Thus, by Theorem 4, rate of contraction for the posterior distribution ofG underd1/2

ρ2

distance metric isn−1/4, which is also the minimax raten−1/4 as proved in the univariate
case by [6]. Our calculation is summarized by:
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Proposition 3. Under Assumptions (A1–A3), the contraction rate in theL2 Wasserstein
distance metric of the posterior distribution ofG is n−1/4.

4.2 Finite mixture of Gaussian processes

Let Θ be the space of bounded functionsθ : T → R. Suppose that the “true”G0 has
k distinct atoms inΘ: G0 =

∑k
i=1 p∗i δθ∗i

, while the priorΠ places with probability one
the space of mixtures ofk zero-mean Gaussian processesGP (0, K) on Θ, wherek < ∞
is known. K is the given continuous covariance functionK : T × T → R. A discrete
measureG in the support ofΠ takes the formG =

∑k
i=1 piδθi , whereθi are iid draws from

GP (0, K).
The Gaussian process can be viewed as a tight Borel measurable map in a separable

Banach spaceΘ := B = l∞(T ), equipped with the uniform norm‖θ‖ = sup{|θ(t)| : t ∈
T}. The support of a centered (i.e., zero mean) version of such a process is equal to the
closure of the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS), to be denoted byH(K), or simply
H, of the covariance kernelK of the process [22]. Assume thatG0 ∈ Gk(H̄).

Our analysis of convergence rate of posterior distributions for mixture models based on
Gaussian processes are built upon a recent work by van der Vaart and van Zanten [41]. Let
ρ be the metric onΘ using the uniform norm,ρ(θi, θj) = ‖θi − θj‖. For eachi = 1, . . . , k,
define the concentration function:

φθ∗i
(ǫ) = inf

h∈H:ρ(h,θ∗i )<ǫ
‖h‖2

H − log Pr(‖θ‖ < ǫ),

where Pr denotes the probability under the zero mean Gaussian measure. Let (ǫn)n∈N be a
sequence of positive numbers that satisfy the condition that for anyi = 1, . . . , k and anyn,

φθ∗i
(ǫn) ≤ nǫ2n. (24)

For a given constantC0 > 1 with e−C0nǫ2n < 1/2, define a sequence of measurable sets
(Bn)n≥1, Bn = ǫnB1 + CnH1, whereCn = −2Φ−1(e−C0nǫ2n). By Theorem 2.1 of [40],
the sequence of setsBn admits the following useful properties:

log N(3ǫn, Bn, ρ) ≤ 6C0nǫ2n, (25)

Pr(θ /∈ Bn) ≤ e−C0nǫ2n , (26)

Pr(ρ(θ, θ∗i ) < 2ǫn) ≥ e−nǫ2n for eachi = 1, . . . k. (27)

We need additional assumptions:

Assumptions B.

(B1) The family of likelihood functions{f(·|θ), θ ∈ Θ} is strongly identifiable for the infi-
nite dimensionalΘ. In addition, for some constantC1 > 0, dK(fi, f

′
j) ≤ C1ρ

2(θi, θ
′
j)

for anyθi, θ
′
j ∈ Θ.
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(B2) For anyG ∈ supp(Π),
∫

pG0(log(pG0/pG))2 < C2dK(pG0 , pG) for some constant
C2 > 0.

(B3) Under priorΠ, for smallδ > 0, Π(|pi − p∗i | ≤ δ, i = 1 . . . , k) ≥ c3δ
kα for some

constantsc3, α > 0.

(B4) Under priorΠ, C4 = E‖θ‖2 < ∞.

Proposition 4. Given Assumptions (B1–B4). Letǫn be a sequence tending to 0 such that
log n = o(nǫ2n) and Eq. (24) holds. Then, for a sufficiently large constantM > 0,

Π(dρ(G0, G) ≥ Mǫ
1/2
n |X1, . . . , Xn) → 0 in PG0-probability.

Remarks. The reader is referred to [41] for examples of the convergence rateǫn that sat-
isfy condition (24) for different choices ofΘ. In particular, if under priorΠ, the support of
the prior distribution onΘ are functions onT with smoothnessγ1 > 0, while the “true”
support pointsθ∗i ’s of G0 are functions with smoothnessγ2 > 0, then concentration func-
tionsφθ∗i

(ǫ) = ǫ−1/(γ1∧γ2) for eachi = 1, . . . , k. Accordingly, the rateǫn for which Eq.

(24) holds isǫn ≍ n
−

γ1∧γ2
2γ1∧γ2+1 . The contraction rate for the posterior distribution ofG is

n
−

γ1∧γ2
2(2γ1∧γ2+1) .

4.3 Infinite mixtures based on the Dirichlet process

Given the “true” discrete measureG0 =
∑k

i=1 p∗i δθ∗i
∈ Gk(Θ), but k < ∞ is unknown.

To estimateG0, the prior distributionΠ on discrete measureG ∈ Ḡ(Θ) is taken to be a
Dirichlet process DP(ν, P0) that centers atP0 with concentration parameterν > 0. Here,
parameterP0 is a probability measure onΘ.

The following lemma provides a lower bound of small ball probabilities of metric space
(Ḡ(Θ), d

1/2
ρ2 ) in terms of small probabilities of metric space(Θ, ρ).

Lemma 10. Let G ∼ DP(ν, P0), whereP0 is a non-atomic base probability measure on
a compact setΘ. For a smallǫ > 0, let D = D(ǫ, Θ, ρ) denote the packing number ofΘ
underρ metric. Then, under the Dirichlet process distribution,

Π(G : dρ2(G0, G) ≤ 5ǫ2) ≥ Γ(ν)(ǫ2D−1/Diam(Θ))D−1νD
D
∏

i=1

P0(Si).

Here (S1, . . . , SD) denotes theD disjoint ǫ/2-balls whose centers form a maximalǫ-
packing ofΘ. Γ(·) is the gamma function.

Proof. Since every point inΘ is of distance at mostǫ to one of the centers ofS1, . . . , SD,
there is aD-partition(S′

1, . . . , S
′
D) of Θ, such thatSi ⊆ S′

i, and Diam(S′
i) ≤ 2ǫ. for each

i = 1, . . . , D. Let mi = G(S′
i), µi = P0(S

′
i), andp̂i = G0(S

′
i). From the definition of

Dirichlet processes,m = (m1, . . . , mD) ∼ Dir(νµ1, . . . , νµD). Note that

dρ2(G0, G) ≤ 4ǫ2 + ‖m − p̂‖1[Diam(Θ)]2.
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Due to the non-atomicity ofP0, for ǫ sufficiently small,νµi ≤ 1 for all i = 1, . . . , D.
Let δ = ǫ/Diam(Θ). Then, underΠ,

Pr(dρ(G0, G) ≤ 5ǫ2) ≥ Pr(‖m − p̂‖1 ≤ δ2) ≥ Pr(|mi − p̂i| ≤ δ2/D, i = 1, . . . , D)

=
Γ(ν)

∏D
i=1 Γ(νµi)

∫

∆D−1∩|mi−p̂i|≤δ2/D

D−1
∏

i=1

mνµi−1
i (1 −

D−1
∑

i=1

mi)
νµD−1dmi . . . dmD−1

≥ Γ(ν)
∏D

i=1 Γ(νµi)

D−1
∏

i=1

∫ min(p̂i+δ2/D,1)

max(p̂i−δ2/D,0)
mνµi−1

i dmi ≥ Γ(ν)(δ2/D)D−1
D
∏

i=1

(νµi).

(The second inequality is due to(1 − ∑D−1
i=1 mi)

νµD−1 = mνµD−1
D ≥ 1, sinceνµD ≤ 1

and0 < mD < 1 almost surely. The third inequality is due to the fact thatΓ(α) ≤ 1/α for
0 < α ≤ 1). This gives the desired claim.

Assumptions C.

(C1) The non-atomic base measureP0 places full support on a compact setΘ. The family
of the likelihood densitiesf(·|θ) is finitely identifiable. Moreover, for some constant
C1 > 0, dK(fi, f

′
j) ≤ C1ρ

2(θi, θ
′
j) for anyθi, θ

′
j ∈ Θ.

(C2) For anyG ∈ supp(Π),
∫

pG0(log(pG0/pG))2 ≤ C2dK(pG0 , pG) for some constant
C2 > 0.

(C3) P0 places sufficient probability mass on all small balls that packΘ. Specifically,
there is a universal constantc3 > 0 such that the probability of theD-partition
(S1, . . . , SD) specified in Lemma 10 satisfy for anyǫ > 0:

log
D
∏

i=1

P0(Si) ≥ c3D log(1/D).

(C4) The packing numberD(ǫ, Θ, ρ) ≍ [Diam(Θ)/ǫ]d.

Theorem 5. Under Assumptions (C1–C4), there is a sequenceβn ց 0 such thatΠ(dρ(G0, G) ≥
βn|X1, . . . , Xn) → 0 in PG0 probability.

Proof. The proof consists of two main steps. First, we shall prove that under Assumptions
(C1–C4), conditions specified by Eqs. (14) (15) (16) in Theorem 3 are satisfied by taking
Gn = Ḡ(Θ), andǫn to be a large multiple of(log n/n)1/(d+2). The second step involves
constructing a sequence ofMn and subsequentiallyβn = Mnǫn for which Theorem 3 can
be applied.

Step 1: By Lemma 6 and (C1),dK(pG0 , pG) ≤ dρK(G0, G) ≤ C1dρ2(G0, G). Com-
bining with (C2), we obtain thatΠ(G ∈ B(ǫn)) ≥ Π(G : dρ2(G0, G) ≤ C3ǫ

2
n) for some

constantC3. Combining this bound with (C3) and (C4), which are applied to Lemma 10 we
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have: log Π(G ∈ B(ǫn))
>∼ (D − 1) log(ǫ2n/Diam(Θ)) + (2D − 1) log(1/D) + D log ν,

whereD ≍ [Diam(Θ)/ǫn]d. It is simple to check that condition (16) holds,log Π(G ∈
B(ǫn)) ≥ −Cnǫ2n, by the given rate ofǫn, for any constantC > 0.

SinceGn = Ḡ(Θ), (15) trivially holds. Turning to condition (14), by Lemma 3(b), we
havelog N(2ǫn, Ḡ(Θ), dρ) ≤ N(ǫn, Θ, ρ) log(e+eDiam(Θ)/ǫn) ≤ (Diam(Θ)/ǫn)d log(e+
eDiam(Θ)/ǫn) ≤ nǫ2n by the specified rate ofǫn.

Step 2: For anyG ⊆ Ḡ(Θ), let Rk(G, r) be the inverse of the Hellinger information
function ofdρ metric. Specifically, for anyt ≥ 0,

Rk(G, t) = inf{r ≥ 0|Ck(G, r) ≥ t}.

Note thatRk(G, 0) = 0. Rk(G, ·) is non-decreasing becauseCk(G, ·) is. Moreover,
Rk(Ḡ(Θ), t) ց 0 ast → 0. Indeed, if this is not true, then there is a sequence oftm → 0
andδ > 0 such thatRk(Ḡ(Θ), tm) > δ for all m ≥ 1. This implies thatCk(Ḡ(Θ), r) = 0
for any r < δ, which leads to contradiction by Theorem 1(a), due to the compactness of
Ḡ(Θ) and finite identifiability from (C1).

Let (ǫn)n≥1 be the sequence determined in the previous step of the proof. LetMn =
Rk(Ḡ(Θ), ǫ2n(C + 4))/ǫn, andβn = Mnǫn. Thus,βn = Rk(Ḡ(Θ), ǫ2n(C + 4)) → 0 as
n → ∞. Condition (17) holds by definition ofRk, i.e.,Ck(G(Θ), Mnǫn) ≥ ǫ2n(C + 4). To
verify (18), note that the running sum with respect toj cannot have more than Diam(Θ)/ǫn,
and due to the monotonicity ofCk, we have

exp(2nǫ2n)
∑

j≥Mn

exp[−nCk(Gn, jǫn)] ≤ Diam(Θ)/ǫn exp(2nǫ2n − nCk(Gn, Mnǫn)) → 0.

Hence, Theorem 3 can be applied to conclude the proof.

Remark. (i) Assumption (C5) is typical whenΘ is a compact subset of a finite dimen-
sional space such asRd.

(ii) If Assumption (C5) is replaced by the assumption thatlog D(ǫ, Θ, ρ) ≍ (1/ǫ)1/γ ,
the theorem continues to hold by choosingǫn to be a large multiple of1/(log n)γ . This
modified assumption is typical of infinite dimensional spaces of functions with smoothness
γ. However, we do not have a concrete example of a probability measureP0 that places
positive or full support on compact setΘ, and that admits usable guarantees on small ball
probabilities such as the one stated in (C4).

(iii) As shown in the proof, the rate of convergence of the mixing distributionG is given
by Rk(Gn, ǫ2n), the inverse of the Hellinger information functionCk(Gn, ·). Unlike the case
whereGn = Gk(Θ), (see Theorem 1 (b)), the lack of understanding of the behavior of
Ck(Ḡ(Θ), ·) prevents us from obtaining explicit rates of convergence. We hope to address
this issue in a future work.

5 Proofs

Proof of Lemma 2.
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Proof. (a) Let (Gn)n≥1 be a sequence of discrete measures inḠ(Θ). We write Gn =
∑∞

i=1 pn,iδθn,i , wherepn,i = 0 for indicesi greater thankn, the number of atoms ofGn.
The space of the infinite dimensional simplex is compact in the sense that there isa sub-
sequence ofGn such thatpn = (pn,1, pn,2, . . .) tends to somep = (p1, p2, . . .) in the
l1 distance, and

∑

i pi = 1. Due to the compactness ofΘ, within this subsequenceGn

there is a subsequence such thatsup∞
i=1 ρ(θn,i, θi) → 0 for someθ1, θ2, . . . ∈ Θ. Let

G =
∑∞

i=1 piδθi . Then,G ∈ Ḡ(Θ). It is simple to verify thatdρ(G, Gn) ≤ ∑∞
i=1(pn,i ∧

pi)ρ(θn,i, θi) + ‖pn − p‖1Diam(Θ) → 0 (where Diam(Θ) denotes the diameter ofΘ).
Thus,Ḡ(Θ) is compact. The compactness ofGk(Θ) is be shown in a similar manner.

(b) To show thatG(Θ) is not complete, we will construct a Cauchy sequence of discrete
measures with finite support that do not converge to an element inG(Θ). Let (θ1, θ2, . . .)
is a sequence converging to someθ∗ ∈ Θ. Take anyγ ∈ (0, 1). Let p1 = γ, p2 =
(1 − γ)γ, . . . , pn = (1 − γ)n−1γ. Clearly,

∑n
i=1 pi = 1 − (1 − γ)n → 1. Let Gn =

∑n
i=1 piδ(θi)+(1−γ)nδθ∗ . Thendρ(Gn, Gn+1) ≤ [(1−γ)n−(1−γ)n+1]ρ(θn+1, θ

∗) → 0.
Thus,Gn tends to someG ∈ Ḡ(Θ). LetS = {θ1, θ2, . . .}∞n=1∪{θ∗}. It is clear that supp(G)
is a dense subset ofS and vice versa. (Indeed, if someθ′ ∈ supp(G) with probability mass
c, butinfi ρ(θ′, θi) > ǫ > 0, then for anyn, we havedρ(G, Gn) > cǫ). Thus, supp(G) = S,
which entails thatG 6∈ G(Θ).

(c) Take anyG ∈ G(Θ), and arbitrary discrete measure with infinite supportG′ ∈ Ḡ(Θ).
Take any positive sequenceαn → 0. Then the sequence ofGn = αnG′ + (1 − αn)G
clearly converges toG in dρ, becausedρ(Gn, G) ≤ αndρ(G

′, G) + (1 − αn)dρ(G, G) =
αndρ(G

′, G) → 0 due to convexity ofdρ (Lemma 1).

Proof of Lemma 3.

Proof. (a) Suppose that(η1, . . . , ηT ) forms anǫ-covering forΘ under metricρ, whereT =
N(ǫ, S, ρ) denote the (minimum) covering number. Take any discrete measureG(p, θ) =
∑k

i=1 piδθi . For eachθi there is an approximatingθ′i among theηj ’s such thatρ(θi, θ
′
i) < ǫ.

Let p′ = (p′1, . . . , p
′
k) be ak-dim vector in the probability simplex that deviates fromp by

less thanδ in l1 distance:‖p′ − p‖1 ≤ δ. DefineG′ =
∑k

i=1 p′iδθ′i
. Thendρ(G, G′) ≤

∑k
i=1(pi ∧ p′i)ρ(θi, θ

′
i) + ‖p − p′‖1Diam(Θ) ≤ ǫ + δDiam(Θ). This implies that a

(ǫ + δDiam(Θ)-covering forGk(Θ) can be constructed by combining each element of a
δ-covering inl1 metric of thek − 1-probability simplex andk ǫ-covering’s ofΘ.

The covering number ofk − 1-probability simplex is less than the number of cubes of
lengthδ/k covering[0, 1]k times the volume of{(p′1, . . . , p′k) : p′j ≥ 0,

∑

j p′j ≤ 1+δ}, i.e.,

(k/δ)k(1+ δ)k/k! ∼ (1+1/δ)kek/
√

2πk. It follows thatN(ǫ+ δDiam(Θ),Gk(Θ), dρ) ≤
T k(1 + 1/δ)kek/

√
2πk. Takeδ = ǫ/Diam(Θ) to achieve the claim.

(b) Suppose that(η1, . . . , ηT ) forms anǫ-covering forΘ under metricρ, andT =
N(ǫ, S, ρ). Take any discrete measureG(p, θ) =

∑k
i=1 piδθi ∈ ḠΘ, wherek may be infin-

ity. The collection of atomsθ1, . . . , θk can be subdivide into disjoint subsetsS1, . . . , ST ,
some of which may be empty, so that for eacht = 1, . . . , T , ρ(θi, ηt) ≤ ǫ for anyθi ∈ St.
Thus, if we definep′t =

∑k
i=1 piI(θi ∈ St), and discrete measureG′(p′, η) =

∑T
t=1 p′tδηt ,
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then we are guaranteed thatdρ(G, G′) ≤ ∑k
i=1

∑T
t=1 piI(θi ∈ St)ρ(θi, ηt) ≤ ǫ.

Let p′′ = (p′′1, . . . , p
′′
T ) be aT -dim vector in the probability simplex that deviates from

p′ by less thanδ in l1 distance:‖p′′ − p′‖1 ≤ δ. TakeG′′ =
∑T

t=1 p′′t δηt . It is simple to
observe thatdρ(G

′, G′′) ≤ Diam(Θ)δ. By triangle inequality,dρ(G, G′′) ≤ dρ(G, G′) +
dρ(G

′, G′′) ≤ ǫ + δDiam(Θ).
The foregoing arguments establish that(ǫ + δDiam(Θ))-covering in the Wasserstein

metric for the subsetGS ⊆ G(Θ) can be constructed by combining each element of the
δ-covering inl1 of theT − 1 simplex and a single covering ofΘ. From the proof of part
(a),N(ǫ+ δDiam(Θ),GS , dρ) ≤ (1+1/δ)T eT /

√
2πT . Takeδ = ǫ/Diam(Θ) to conclude.

(c) Consider aG =
∑k

i=1 piδθi such thatdρ(G0, G) ≤ 2ǫ. By definition, there
is q ∈ Q(p, p∗) so that

∑

ij qijρ(θ∗i , θj) ≤ 2ǫ. Since
∑

j qij = p∗i , this implies that

2ǫ ≥ ∑k
i=1 p∗i minj ρ(θ∗i , θj). Thus, for eachi = 1, . . . , k there is aj such thatρ(θ∗i , θj) ≤

2ǫ/p∗i ≤ 2Mǫ. Without loss of generality, assume thatρ(θ∗i , θi) ≤ 2Mǫ for all i =
1, . . . , k. For sufficiently smallǫ, for any i, it is simple to observe thatdρ(G0, G) ≥
|p∗i − pi|minj 6=i ρ(θ∗i , θj) ≥ |p∗i − pi|minj ρ(θ∗i , θ

∗
j )/2. Thus,|p∗i − pi| ≤ 4ǫ/m.

Thus, anǫ/4 + δDiam(Θ) covering indρ for {G ∈ Gk(Θ) : dρ(G0, G) ≤ 2ǫ} can
be constructed by combining theǫ/4-covering for each of thek sets{θ ∈ Θ : ρ(θ, θ∗i ) ≤
2Mǫ} and theδ/k-covering for each of thek sets[p∗i −4ǫ/m, p∗i +4ǫ/m]. This entails that:
N(ǫ/4+δDiam(Θ), {G ∈ Gk(Θ) : dρ(G0, G) ≤ 2ǫ}, dρ) ≤ [supΘ′ N(ǫ/4, Θ′, ρ)]k(8ǫk/mδ)k.
Takeδ = ǫ/(4Diam(Θ)) to conclude the proof.

Proof of Theorem 4.

Proof. By a result of Ghosal et al [16] (Lemma 8.1, pg. 524), for everyǫ > 0 and proba-
bility measureΠ on the setB(ǫ) defined by Eq. (13), we have, for everyC > 0,

PG0

(
∫ n

∏

i=1

pG(Xi)

pG0(Xi)
dΠ(G) ≤ exp(−(1 + C)nǫ2)

)

≤ 1

C2nǫ2
.

This entails that, for a fixedC ≥ 1, there is an eventAn with PG0-probability at least
1 − (Cnǫ2n)−1, for which there holds:

∫ n
∏

i=1

pG(Xi)/pG0(Xi)dΠ(G) ≥ exp(−2nǫ2n)Π(B(ǫn)). (28)

Let On = {G ∈ Ḡ(Θ) : dρ(G0, G) ≥ Mnǫn}, Sn,j = {G ∈ Gn : dρ(G0, G) ∈ [jǫn, (j +
1)ǫn)} for eachj ≥ 1. The conditions specified by Lemma 9 are satisfied by setting
D(ǫ) = exp(nǫ2n) (constant inǫ). Thus there exist testsϕn for which Eq. (11) and (12)
hold. Then,

PG0Π(G ∈ On|X1, . . . , Xn)

= PG0 [ϕnΠ(G ∈ On|X1, . . . , Xn)] + PG0 [(1 − ϕn)Π(G ∈ On|X1, . . . , Xn)]

≤ PG0 [ϕnΠ(G ∈ On|X1, . . . , Xn)] + PG0I(A
c
n) + PG0 [(1 − ϕn)Π(G ∈ On|X1, . . . , Xn)I(An)].
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Due to Lemma 9, the first term in the preceeding display is bounded above byPG0ϕn ≤
D(ǫn)

∑

j≥Mn
exp[−nCk(Gn, jǫn)] → 0, thanks to Eq. (22). The second term in the above

display is bounded by(Cnǫ2n)−1 by the definition ofAn. Sincenǫ2n is bounded away from
0, C can be chosen arbitrarily large so that the second term can be made arbitrarily small.
To show that third term in the display also vanishes asn → ∞. we exploit the following
expression:

Π(G ∈ On|X1, . . . , Xn) =

∫

On

n
∏

i=1

pG(Xi)/pG0(Xi)Π(G)

/
∫ n

∏

i=1

pG(Xi)/pG0(Xi)Π(G),

and then obtain a lower bound for the denominator by Eq. (28). For the nominator, by
Fubini’s theorem:

PG0

∫

On∩Gn

(1 − ϕn)
n

∏

i=1

pG(Xi)/pG0(Xi)Π(G)

= PG0

∑

j≥Mn

∫

Sn,j

(1 − ϕn)
n

∏

i=1

pG(Xi)/pG0(Xi)Π(G)

=
∑

j≥Mn

∫

Sn,j

PG(1 − ϕn)Π(G) ≤
∑

j≥Mn

Π(Sn,j) exp[−nCk(Gn, jǫn)], (29)

where the last inequality is due to Eq. (12), and by (20),

PG0

∫

On−Gn

(1 − ϕn)

n
∏

i=1

pG(Xi)/pG0(Xi)Π(G) =

∫

On\Gn

PG(1 − ϕn)Π(G)

≤ Π(Ḡ(Θ) \ Gn) = o(exp(−2nǫ2n)Π(B(ǫn))). (30)

Combining bounds (29) and (30) and condition (21), we obtain:

PG0(1 − ϕn)Π(G ∈ On|X1, . . . , Xn)I(An)

≤
o(exp(−2nǫ2n)Π(B(ǫn))) +

∑

j≥Mn
Π(Sn,j) exp[−nCk(Gn, jǫn)]

exp(−2nǫ2n)Π(B(ǫn))

≤ o(1) + exp(2nǫ2n)
∑

j≥Mn

exp[−nCk(Gn, jǫn)/2]

The upper bound in the preceeding display converges to 0 by Eq. (22),thereby concluding
the proof.

Proof of Theorem 3.

Proof. The proof proceeds in a similar manner to the proof of Theorem 4 up to the appli-
cation of (12), where we now have:PG0

∫

On∩Gn
(1 − ϕn)

∏n
i=1 pG(Xi)/pG0(Xi)Π(G) ≤
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∫

On∩Gn
PG(1 − ϕn)Π(G) ≤ exp[−nCk(Gn, Mnǫn)], and subsequently,

PG0(1−ϕn)Π(G ∈ On|X1, . . . , Xn)I(An) ≤ exp[−nǫ2n(C + 4)] + exp[−nCk(Gn, Mnǫn)]

exp(−2nǫ2n)Π(B(ǫn))

which tends to 0 by conditions (15),(16) and (17) of the theorem. The conclusion then
follows.

Proof of Proposition 4.

Proof. The proof proceeds by verifying that all conditions in Theorem 3 hold for some
constantC > 0. Define the following sequence of subsetsGn := Gk(Bn) ⊂ Gk(Θ). By
Assumptions (B1) and (B4), there isc > 0 suchCk(Gn, r) ≥ cr4 for sufficiently small
r ≥ 0.

Let C4 = E‖θ‖2 < ∞, then for anyh ∈ H, ‖h‖ ≤ C4‖h‖H (cf. [40] pg. 203).
Thus, Diam(Bn) ≤ 2(ǫn + C4Cn) ≤ 2(ǫn + C4ǫn

√
10C0n) (cf. [41] pg. 1454, for

the second equality). By Lemma 3(a),log N(2ǫn,Gn, dρ) ≤ k(log N(ǫn, Bn, ρ) + log(e +
eDiam(Bn)/ǫn)). Combined with (25), we havelog D(4ǫn,Gn, dρ) ≤ log N(2ǫn,Gn, dρ) ≤
O(knǫ2n), due to (B4) and the assumption thatlog n = o(nǫ2n). If we replaceǫn by a suffi-
ciently large multiple ofǫn, we shall obtain the bound (14) precisely.

Turning to (15), by the union bound, Pr(G /∈ Gn) ≤ ∑k
i=1 Pr(θi /∈ Bn) ≤ ke−C0nǫ2n ≤

exp(−nǫ2n(C + 4)), by choosing constantC0 sufficiently large (afterC is fixed).
Next, we consider condition (16). Suppose thatG =

∑k
i=1 piδθi whereρ(θi, θ

∗
i ) ≤ ǫn

for all i = 1, . . . , k, and|pi − p∗i | ≤ ǫ2n/(kDiam(Bn)2). Combining Lemma 6 with As-
sumption (B1) on the likelihood functions, we obtain thatdK(pG0 , pG) ≤ dρK(G0, G) ≤
C1

∑

1≤i,j≤k qijρ
2(θ∗i , θj), for anyq ∈ Q. It is simple to check thatinfq

∑

1≤i,j≤k qijρ
2(θ∗i , θj) ≤

∑k
i=1(p

∗
i ∧ pi)ρ

2(θ∗i , θi) +
∑k

i=1 |pi − p∗i |Diam(Bn)2 ≤ 2ǫ2n. Hence,

Π(dK(pG0 , pG) ≤ 2ǫ2n) ≥ Π(ρ(θi, θ
∗
i ) ≤ ǫn; |pi − p∗i | ≤ ǫ2n/(kDiam(Bn)2), i = 1, . . . , k)

≥ exp(−knǫ2n/4)c3(ǫ
2
n/(kDiam(Bn)2))kα

≥ c3 exp(−knǫ2n/4)

(

4k(1 + C4

√

10C0n)2
)−kα

≥ exp(−nǫ2
nC).

(The second inequality is due to Assumption (B3) and (27), the fourth inequality is due to
Assumption (B5)). In view of Asumption (B2), this implies that condition (16) holds by
choosing a sufficiently large constantC.

Finally, we shall chooseMn such thatMnǫn → 0, andCk(Gn, Mnǫn) ≥ c(Mnǫn)4 ≥
ǫ2n(C + 4). This is possible by takingMn to be a large multiple ofǫ−1/2

n . As a result,

Mnǫn ≍ ǫ
1/2
n . The proof is complete by invoking the conclusion of Thm 3.
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6 Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1.

Proof. (a) Takeq to beqii = pi andqij = 0 if i 6= j. Then,q ∈ Q(p, p) and
∑

1≤i,j≤k qijρ(θi, θj) =
0. This implies thatdρ(G, G) = 0. Conversely, suppose thatdρ(G, G′) = 0. We need to
show thatG = G′. By definition, there is a sequence of({qn

ij})n≥1 in Q(p, p′) such that
∑

ij qn
ijρ(θi, θ

′
j) → 0. For anyj = 1, . . . , k′, and anyi such thatθi 6= θ′j , q

n
ij → 0. Note that

qn
ij ≤ pi and

∑

i pi = 1, so
∑

i:θi 6=θ′j
qn
ij → 0 by dominated convergence. But

∑

i q
n
ij = p′j .

So, eitherp′j = 0, or there is one and only onei ≤ k, to be denoted byi(j) such thatθi = θ′j ,
in which case, we haveqn

i(j)j → p′j . The i(j)’s must be distinct for differentj. Hence,

1 =
∑k

i=1 pi ≥ ∑k′

j=1 pi(j) ≥ ∑k′

j=1 qn
i(j)j ≥ ∑k′

j=1 lim infn→∞ qn
i(j)j =

∑k′

j=1 p′j = 1,
where the last inequality is due to Fatou’s lemma. This impliesp′j = pi for the i such that
θi = θ′j , or otherwisep′j = 0. This entails thatG = G′.

(b) Let G(p, θ), G′(p′, θ′) andG′′(θ′′) be three discrete measures withk, k′, k′′ num-
ber of atoms, respectively. We shall show thatdρ(G, G′) + dρ(G

′, G′′) ≥ dρ(G, G′′). Take
any smallǫ > 0. By definition, there areq ∈ Q(p, p′) andq′ ∈ Q(p′, p′′) such that
dρ(G, G′) ≥ ∑

i,j qijρ(θi, θ
′
j) − ǫ, anddρ(G

′, G′′) ≥ ∑

j,l q
′
j,lρ(θ′j , θ

′′
l ) − ǫ. The marginal

constraints enforced onq andq′ imply that there exist a joint distribution of three discrete
random variablesZ, Z ′, Z ′′ taking values in{1, . . . , k}, {1, . . . , k′}, and{1, . . . , k′′}, re-
spectively, such thatP (Z = i, Z ′ = j) = qij andP (Z ′ = j, Z ′′ = l) = q′jl. Let us
define a joint distribution for(Y, Y ′, Y ′′) taking value inΘ3 through the conditional distri-
butionP (Y, Y ′, Y ′′|Z, Z ′, Z ′′) = P (Y |Z)P (Y ′|Z ′)P (Y ′′|Z ′′). That is,Y is conditionally
independent of all other random variables givenZ, and so on. Moreover, ifZ = i, then
Y = θi. Likewise, if Z ′ = j thenY ′ = θ′j . If Z ′′ = l thenY ′′ = θ′′l . Accordingly,
dρ(G, G′) ≥ Eρ(Y, Y ′) − ǫ anddρ(G

′, G′′) = Eρ(Y ′, Y ′′) − ǫ, where the expectation is
taken with respect to the joint distribution ofZ, Z ′, Z ′′ andY, Y ′, Y ′′.

By the lemma’s hypothesis,ρ(Y, Y ′) + ρ(Y ′, Y ′′) ≥ ρ(Y, Y ′′) for any realizations of
Y, Y ′ andY ′′. Therefore,dρ(G, G′) + dρ(G

′, G′′) ≥ Eρ(Y, Y ′′) − 2ǫ. On the other hand,
Eρ(Y, Y ′′) =

∑

i,l P (Z = i, Z ′′ = l)ρ(θi, θ
′′
l ). SoEρ(Y, Y ′) ≥ dρ(G, G′′) by definition.

This implies thatdρ(G, G′) + dρ(G
′, G′′) ≥ dρ(G, G′′) − 2ǫ for anyǫ > 0. So the triangle

inequality holds.
(c) Let G′(p′, θ′) andG′′(p′′, θ′′) be two discrete probability measures in̄G(Θ). A

convex combination ofG′ andG′′ is another discrete probability measure inḠ(Θ), taking
the following form, for someα ∈ (0, 1):

H = αG′ + (1 − α)G′′ =

k′
∑

j=1

αp′jδθ′j
+

k′′
∑

l=1

(1 − α)p′′l δθ′′l
.

(Note that the collection of atoms associated with this representation ofH may not be
distinct).

Suppose thatG, G′, G′′ ∈ Ḡ(Θ) andG′, G′′ ∈ B(G, r). We need to show thatH ∈
B(G, r). For anyǫ > 0, let q ∈ [0, 1]k×k′

andq′ ∈ [0, 1]k×k′′

be matrices of probabilities
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satisfying appropriate marginal constraints; anddρ(G, G′) ≥ ∑

i,j qijρ(θi, θ
′
j) − ǫ, and

dρ(G, G′′) =
∑

i,l q
′
ilρ(θi, θ

′′
l )− ǫ. Construct a matrix of probabilitiesq′′ ∈ [0, 1]k×(k′+k′′)

such thatq′′ij = αqij for any i = 1, . . . , k andj = 1, . . . , k′, andq′′ij = (1 − α)q′i,j−k′ for

anyi = 1, . . . , k andj = k′ + 1, . . . , k′ + k′′. It is clear that
∑k′+k′′

j=1 q′′ij = α
∑k′

j=1 qij +

(1−α)
∑k′′

l=1 q′il = αpi +(1−α)pi = pi for anyi ≤ k, and
∑k

i=1 q′′ij =
∑k

i=1 αqij = αp′j
for any j ≤ k′, and

∑k
i=1 q′′ij =

∑k
i=1(1 − α)q′i,j−k′ = (1 − α)p′′j−k′ for any j = k′ +

1, . . . , k′ + k′′. Thus,q′′ is a valid matrix of probability in the definition ofdρ(G, H). It
follows thatd(G, H) ≤ α

∑

i,j qijρ(θi, θ
′
j)+(1−α)

∑

i.l q
′
ilρ(θi, θ

′′
l ) ≤ αdρ(G, G′)+(1−

α)dρ(G, G′′) + ǫ ≤ r + ǫ. This holds for anyǫ > 0, soH ∈ B(G, r).

Proof of Proposition 1.

Proof. Take anyq ∈ Q(p, p′). Then,
∫

|Gc(x) − G′
c(x)|dx =

∫

|∑k
i=1 piI(θi ≤ x) −

∑k′

j=1 I(θ′j ≤ x)|dx =
∫

|∑i,j qij(I(θi ≤ x) − I(θ′j ≤ x))|dx ≤
∫

∑

ij qij |I(θi ≤ x) −
I(θ′j ≤ x)|dx =

∑

ij qij

∫

|I(θi ≤ x) − I(θ′j ≤ x)|dx =
∑

ij qij |θi − θ′j |. The inequality is
obtained by applying Jensen’s inequality to the absolute function. Since this holds for any
q ∈ Q(p, p′), this implies that‖Gc − G′

c‖1 ≤ infq∈Q(p,p′)

∑

ij qij |θi − θ′j | = dρ(G, G′).
It remains to show that there exists one suchq for which equality holds.

Without loss of generality, assume thatθi’s andθ′j ’s reordered so thatθ1 ≤ . . . ≤ θk

andθ′1 ≤ . . . ≤ θ′k′ . Then,0 ≤ Gc(θ1) ≤ . . . ≤ Gc(θk) ≤ 1, and0 ≤ G′(θ′1) ≤ . . . ≤
G′(θ′k′) ≤ 1. For notational convenience, addθ0 = θ′0 = −∞ andθk+1 = θ′k′+1 = ∞.
For anyi ≤ k andj ≤ k′, defineqij = (Gc(θi) ∧ G′

c(θ
′
j)) − (Gc(θi−1) ∨ G′

c(θ
′
j−1))+.

Then,
∑k′

j=1 qij = Gc(θi) − Gc(θi−1) = pi and
∑k

i=1 qij = G′
c(θ

′
j) − G′

c(θ
′
j−1) = p′j . So,

q ∈ Q(p, p′).
Consider the collection of all non-empty rectangles inR × [0, 1], taken over all pairs

of (i, j), whose x-coordinates areθi andθ′j (in either order), while the y-coordinates are
Gc(θi−1) ∨ G′

c(θ
′
j−1) andGc(θi) ∧ G′

c(θ
′
j), whenever the latter quantity is strictly greater

than the former. Consider one such rectangle for a pair ofi, j. Then,Gc(θi) > G′
c(θ

′
j−1)

andG′
c(θ

′
j) > Gc(θi−1). Without loss of generality, suppose thatθi < θ′j . Let(θ∗, y) be any

point inside the rectangle, soθi < θ∗ < θ′j , theny ≤ Gc(θi)∧G′
c(θj) ≤ Gc(θi) ≤ Gc(θ

∗),
while y > Gc(θi−1) ∨ G′

c(θ
′
j−1) ≥ G′

c(θ
′
j−1) ≥ G′

c(θ
∗), sinceθ∗ < θ′j . Thus,(θ∗, y)

must lie between the two curves characterizing the cdfGc andG′
c. This implies that the

rectangle lies between these two curves as well. We can also verify that all these rectangles
are mutually disjoint. Indeed, consider another rectangle whose x-coordinates areθi′ and
θ′j′ . Without loss of generality, suppose thatθi′ < θi. Then the y-coordinate of the farthest
corner from the origin of the rectangle associated with the(i′, j′) pair isGc(θi′)∧Gc(θ

′
j′) ≤

Gc(θi′) ≤ Gc(θi−1) ≤ Gc(θi−1)∨G′
c(θ

′
j−1), which is the y-coordinate of the nearest corner

from the origin of the rectangle associated with(i, j). Thus, the two rectangles are disjoint.
This entails that the summation of the area of all defined rectangles is boundedfrom above
by the total area of the region bordered by the two curves forGc andG′

c. The area of this
region is‖Gc −G′

c‖1, so this entails that
∑

ij qij |θi − θ′j | ≤ ‖Gc −G′
c‖1, which concludes
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the proof.

Proof of Proposition 2.

Proof. (a) We shall apply Lagrangian multiplier theory to characterize the constrained op-
timization that involves in Eq. (2). Usingρij = ρ(Yi, Y

′
j ) for short, we express the primal

form as follows:

min
q

∑

1≤i,j≤N

qijρij +
N

∑

i=1

λi(
∑

j

qij − 1/N) +
N

∑

j=1

γj(
∑

i

qij − 1/N) −
∑

ij

αijqij ,

whereαij ≥ 0, λi, γj ’s are Lagrangian multipliers associated with the relevant constraints.
(Note that the inequality constraintsqij ≤ 1 become vacuous in the presence of other
constraints). Take derivative of the Lagrangian functional with respect to qij and set it to 0,
we obtain the following equivalent dual problem:

max − 1

N

N
∑

i=1

λi −
1

N

N
∑

j=1

γj

λi + γj + ρij ≥ 0 for all i, j.

The dual problem has a simple characterization for its optimum. For eachi = 1, . . . , N ,
we must haveλi = maxj −(γj +ρij). Thus, there must be aj for whichλi +γj +ρij = 0.
Likewise, for eachj = 1, . . . , N there must be ani for which this identity holds. Thus, there
is a permutationπ of (1, . . . , N) so thatλi +γπ(i) +ρi,π(i) = 0 holds for anyi = 1, . . . , N .
Plugging these identities back to the objective function in either the primal or the dual form,
we obtain an equivalent optimization that defines preciselyDπN .

(b) Due to part (a), it suffices to show thatminπn DπN (GN , G′
N ) → Dρ(G, G′) almost

surely. Letp̂ = (p̂1, . . . , p̂k) be the proportion ofYi’s taking valueθ1, . . . , θk, respectively,
andp̂′ = (p̂′1, . . . , p̂

′
k′) is the proportion ofY ′

j ’s taking valueθ′1, . . . , θ
′
k′ , respectively. Given

a permutationπN , let qij be the (random) proportion of times aθi is matched with aθ′j .
Clearly,

DπN (GN , G′
N ) =

∑

i,j

qijρ(θi, θ
′
j). (31)

Moreover,qij ’s satisfy the marginal constraints
∑

j qij = p̂i for any i = 1, . . . , k, and
∑

i qij = p̂′j for anyj = 1, . . . , k′. In other words,q ∈ Q(p̂, p̂′). RecallQ(p, p′) as the
space of admissibleq as specified in the definition ofdρ. By the law of large numbers, as
N → ∞ we havemaxi,j{|p̂i − pi| ∨ |p̂′j − p′j |} → 0 almost surely. Observe thatQ(p̂, p̂′)
can approximateQ(p, p′) arbitrarily well, in the sense that for anyq ∈ Q(p, p′) and any
smallδ > 0, with probability one there isq′ ∈ QN such that‖q− q′‖1 ≤ δ for sufficiently
largeN .

Because a change to the value of anyYi can affectDπN (GN , G′
N ) by no more than

an amount ofO(1/N), by McDiarmid’s inequality, for anyπN we have the concentration
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inequality:
P (|DπN (G, G′) − EDπN (G, G′)| ≥ ǫ) ≤ C exp−Nǫ2/C

for some universal constantC.
The next step is to establish the uniform convergence ofDπN , i.e., maxπN |DπN −

EDπN | → 0 almost surely. Although the space of permutations grows very fast asN
grows, the effect onDπN is small and only through the corresponding distributionq ∈
Q(p̂, p̂′), which is a small space as measured by the covering number. Specifically, for
eachǫ > 0, let {q1, . . . , qT } be aǫ-covering of under thel1 metric of Q(p, p′). That
is, for any q ∈ Q(p, p′) there exists aqt such that‖q − qt‖1 =

∑

i,j |qij − qt
ij | ≤

ǫ. This property also holds for for anyq ∈ Q(p̂, p̂′) with probability one (for suffi-
ciently largeN ), becauseQ(p̂, p̂′) can approximateQ(p, p′) as discussed in the previ-
ous paragraph. LetN(ǫ,Q(p, p′), l1) be the minimum ofT for which such a covering
exists. For any permutationπN , for N sufficiently large there is a permutationπ′

N (equiv-
alently q) that can be approximated by one suchqt ∈ Q(p, p′) in the covering. This
implies thatDπN differs by no more thanǫ from Dπ′

N
. So, by an application of the

union bound,P (maxπN |DπN (G, G′) − EDπN (G, G′)| ≥ 3ǫ) ≤ N(ǫ,Q(p, p′), l1) ×
C exp−Nǫ2/C. BecauseN(ǫ,Q(p, p′), l1) < ∞, by Borel-Cantelli’s lemma, we ob-
tain thatmaxπN |DπN − EDπN | → 0 almost surely. It then follows thatminπN DπN −
minq∈QN

EDπN → 0 almost surely. It remains to show thatminq∈QN
EDπN → dρ(G, G′)

almost surely.
Note thatEDπN =

∑

i,j q̃ijρ(θi, θ
′
j), whereq̃ is defined by letting̃qij = Eqij . q̃ is a

valid probability distribution on{1, . . . , k} × {1, . . . , k′} that has to satisfy the marginal
constraints

∑

j q̃ij = E
∑

j qij = Ep̂i = pi, and
∑

i q̃ij = p′j . Thus,q̃ ∈ Q. Because
Q(p̂, p̂′) can approximateQ(p, p′) increasingly well,minqN

EDπN → minq∈Q
∑

ij qijρ(θi, θ
′
j) =

dρ(G, G′) almost surely.
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